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New MOT regulations mean tougher tests on emissions.
Wynn’s have the workshop solutions to help customers
avoid a MAJOR fault.

Reduce the risk of MOT failure
www.wynns.uk.com
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Only the right partner
gives the right solution.
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Dayco, the full system supplier and partner of
choice of the world’s leading vehicle manufacturers.
Fit Dayco with confidence and give your customers
the aftermarkets OE solution.
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DEAR READER
I hope you have had a fantastic summer and managed to attain a healthy balance
between work and play. Running or managing a business, whilst making time
to kick back and nurture your passions, relax and spend time with family and
friends, presents a considerable challenge for most of us but one that needs to
be confronted in order to make positive change. If you have taken time off and
are thinking of doings things a bit differently and want to explore a more flexible
way of working, turn to page 6 to read about the growing number of freelance
technicians who are using the shortage of skilled technicians to their advantage.
We also visit Matt Cleevely of Cleevely Motors in Gloucestershire who provides a
frank and inspirational account of how he took the family business in an exciting
new direction following a low point in his career.
Trying to better oneself can never be a bad thing and we announce a fun and
value-for-money way to hone your diagnostic skills, as we return to EMTEC in
Nottingham for our Big Day Out in October, see page 8.
The issue also features a product review on a new piece of equipment designed to
reduce emissions, we visit Burton Motor Workshop who take on the dealers using
pass-thru and meet the team of techs at Jaguar Land Rover Classic Works.
We hope you enjoy the issue and have a profitable, fun autumn. Stay in touch.
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Support for counterfeit
parts campaign
The Independent Automotive Aftermarket Federation
(IAAF) has voiced its support for a campaign by the
Intellectual Property Office (IPO), to raise awareness about
the risks posed by counterfeit car parts, following various
seizures of counterfeit car parts and accessories in the UK
over the past two years.
The IAAF is urging garages and motor factors to be extra
vigilant in light of this surge in reported cases, throwing
its weight behind the IPO’s campaign to promote the
dangers of using (knowingly and unknowingly) counterfeit
car parts.
Counterfeit car parts can affect both OEM and aftermarket
businesses alike, as counterfeiters are growing more savvy
in making the parts look identical to genuine ones. IAAF
Chief Executive Wendy Williamson has warned although
parts might look the same, they are unlikely to perform
to the same standard and, in many cases, the counterfeits
are produced using dangerous and substandard materials,
which have not been properly tested.
The campaign also extends to consumers, and the care
they should take when buying car parts, particularly the
risks associated with parts being bought online to fit
themselves or purchasing to then ask garages to fit them.

INDUSTRY NEWS

“We are not saying don’t buy from places such as the
internet, but make sure you know who you are buying
your parts from. There are many respected distributors in
the UK, all of whom have the correct processes in place to
ensure parts are traceable back to the factory in the event
of a recall.”
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Williamson continues: “Safety is of paramount importance
in our sector; in brakes for example, braking distances
can be significantly increased and with lighting, dazzle
and glare can be an issue. Counterfeit parts are putting
motorists’ lives at risk.
“It is important, now more than ever, that suppliers,
distributors and garages are aware of the origin of the
parts they are using.”
www.ipo.gov.uk

Department for Transport
strategy suggest support
of Licence to Practice
Last month, the Department for Transport (DfT) published
the ‘Reducing emissions from road transport: Road to
Zero Strategy’, setting out plans to lead the world in the
development, manufacturing and the use of zero emission
vehicles. The white paper also confirms that government is
considering the IMI's proposed Licence to Practise as part
of its new policy.
Steve Nash, Chief Executive at the IMI, says: "The strategy
published by the DfT marks a very significant achievement
for the lobbying campaign that the IMI has led on behalf
of the motor industry to bring about regulation to protect
those working on the high voltage systems of electrified
vehicles.
“As we advance towards a zero-emission future, the
technology that technicians will be coming into contact
with on a daily basis will change – resulting with high
voltage electrics becoming commonplace. Those who
aren’t properly trained or equipped would be risking
serious injury or potentially fatal shock, which is why we
have lobbied the government to act now to ensure that
a regulatory standard or license to practice is introduced
for anybody wishing to undertake such work. We have put
forward detailed proposals for such a regulatory standard
and how it can be administered and enforced.
“The government’s commitment to work with the IMI to
advance towards a regulatory standard, and ensure the
wide availability of skilled individuals who can work safely
on high voltage vehicle systems is truly welcomed.”

Euro Car Parts
branches out
Euro Car Parts has added a regional hub and two more
branches to its UK network, with a new distribution hub in
Maidstone, Kent and two new branches in East Devon and
North Yorkshire.
The 53,000 square foot Maidstone distribution hub stocks
more than 50,000 parts and has created 74 new jobs in
the local area. Complete with a specialist paint facility and
a training room, the new hub gives Euro Car Parts greater
coverage in the region.

MAHLE plans to acquire
Behr Hella Service
The MAHLE Group plans to acquire all shares in Behr
Hella Service GmbH, its current joint venture with Hella,
and to distribute Behr Hella Service products via its own
Aftermarket organisation, to further strengthen its position
in thermal management.
MAHLE and Hella have agreed that MAHLE will take over
Hella’s 50 percent share in the joint venture Behr Hella
Service. The planned transaction is still subject to the
approval by the antitrust authorities.
Established in 2005, the joint venture Behr Hella Service
GmbH has specialised in the distribution of cooling and
air conditioning products. With the complete takeover
of business activities, MAHLE will offer wholesalers and
workshops the full spectrum of thermal management
products from a single source in future.
“With this planned acquisition, we are complementing
our Aftermarket product range by a business field of great
long-term importance,” explains Olaf Henning, Head of
the MAHLE Aftermarket business unit. “Efficient thermal
management will play an increasingly important role in
future—for all powertrain technologies. This move will
allow us to give the best possible support in this very
promising area and to ensure the successful operation of
gea_1_Layout
workshops.
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Further expanding the company’s branch network is a
3,357 square foot branch in Scarborough, North Yorkshire
stocking more than 20,000-part numbers. The East Devon
outlet, in Bow, has 12,000 product lines on offer, enabling
parts to be delivered to independent repairers within 45
minutes of initial order.
Martin Gray, CEO of Euro Car Parts, comments: “Our new
branches and Maidstone hub are part of an ambitious
2018 expansion plan as we invest in our considerable
branch network. By opening new outlets in strategic
locations around the UK, we are giving customers a faster,
better service with an unbeatable off-the-shelf range of
parts.”

DVSA rules state that MOT equipment must be regularly calibrated and
maintained.
Visit www.gea.co.uk to find a list of companies who have their engineers
independently accredited by the Garage Equipment Association.

www.gea.co.uk

INDUSTRY NEWS

IS YOUR MOT EQUIPMENT
ACCURATELY CALIBRATED?
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Do you fancy a more
lucrative, flexible
working arrangement?

Surprising win for Suffolk
garage owner

Specialist recruitment agency Autotech Recruit says there are
a growing number of freelance technicians working within the
automotive industry today and an increasing demand for them.
‘Temp teching’ is on the rise, particularly as garages up and
down the country are quickly realising that they could face a
large financial hit if they have an un-manned MOT ramp and are
willing to take on temporary, highly skilled, on-tap workforce
without committing to costly overheads.
Pete Owens, a temporary technician and MOT Tester with
Autotech Recruit, took the freelance route three years ago in a
bid to increase his earning potential, and achieve a better work
life balance. Find out about his typical working week at
www.autotechnician.co.uk.

Jammy racing driver Luke Warr has only gone and won himself a
day out at PalmerSport’s Bedford Autodrome, through the NGK
BoxClever promotion.
The Suffolk garage owner competes in the Renault UK Clio
Cup and will now test his skills behind the wheel of a variety of
high-performance cars. Luke will drive six cars at PalmerSport; a
Formula 3000, BMW M4 GTP, Ariel Atom 3, Palmer JP-LM, Rover
Defender and a Renault Clio Cup Racer!
Luke, who runs Burkitts Lane Garage in Sudbury, says: “I’ve
always wanted to drive at PalmerSport but it’s not always easy
to attend as they mainly hold corporate events, so this is a great
opportunity for me. I’m a racer and I’ve heard that they push you
really hard, which is what I’m looking forward to. I’ve never won
anything like this before so can’t wait to book myself in.”
Luke’s prize is the latest in a series of promotions held by ignition
specialist NGK through its BoxClever independent garage loyalty
scheme.
See page 25 for details of the latest BoxClever promotion.

INDUSTRY NEWS

20 readers win the
opportunity to have
shiny cars!
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Pete, from Swansea, says: “I was initially daunted by the
prospect, but after becoming disillusioned as a permanent
worker, I wanted to escape the garage politics and take my
career in a new direction, and I haven’t looked back. I am
always in work, and I am rarely in the same place twice.”

In the July issue, readers were invited to buff up this
summer with our Autoglym giveaway, to be in with the
chance of winning its Bodywork, Wheels & Interior valet
kit, a collection of Autoglym’s best-selling products.
Email entries and Direct Messages on facebook.com/
Autotechmagazine were collated and the following 20
readers will be sent the valet kit, containing nine products
and accessories, each worth over £60: Frank Corking, Jim
Cauvain, Simon Boocock, Min Chew, Su Lane-Pettigrew,
Martin Hoare, Clare King, Neil Kay, David Mead, Darren
Kilpatrick, Tim Benson, Nigel Yardley, Craig Goodrum,
Aaron Phillips, Michael Boam, Ben Barelmann, Steven
Carson, Matt Cleevely, Simon Harvey & Helen Wickham
Griffiths. Keep an eye on our Facebook page, you could
win a pair of tickets to Autosport International held at
Birmingham NEC in January, courtesy of NGK.

Affordable car electronic
remanufacturing

Order now:

01206
849920

£233
+ VAT
ECU Bosch EDC16C34 Ford / Mazda / Volvo / PSA / Fiat
Remanufactured: £233 + VAT
Common failures: Multiple faults | Injector driver faults | Communication issues

′Remanufactured to last′
Unit 3, Brunel Court, Brunel Way, Severalls Business Park, Colchester, Essex CO4 9XP, United Kingdom
Tel: 01206 849920 • Fax: +44 1206 853759 • info@actronics.co.uk • www.actronics.co.uk

Autotechnician’s Big Day Out heads to
Nottingham
Kim D, who has undertaken diagnostics for many moons,
had this to say about his experience of the last Big Day Out at
Reading:
“At first I thought there can’t be much to show us on an old Ka.
Well there’s one thing I got wrong straight away! I liked the twists
and turns of the diagnostic processes.
"It was just like real life because we as technicians do need to
step back sometimes and use a different approach. Something
the ACtronics guy said about a large number of control units
being sent into them and when tested found to be OK… That
KA with a grounded 5V ref could well be an example of wrongly
diagnosing a faulty PCM. Also, something James said years
ago sticks in my mind and I use this thought – if you have just
decided a component is at fault, you need to say to yourself, ‘if
this doesn’t fix it what tests would I have to do then?’ It’s at that
point I would be doing those checks.”
A TRAINING EVENT YOU CANNOT AFFORD TO MISS

BDO_HOUSEA4_ADVERT_nott.qxp_Layout 1 11/07/2018 17:11 Page 1

THE FINAL BIG
DAY OUT OF 2018

You will have seen in the last issue that Andy Crook and James
Dillon challenged and amused a room full of technicians
at Reading College back in June as part of our Autotech
campaign to support independent technicians in their quest for
knowledge! Well, we are happy to announce the entertaining
duo are set to impart as much knowledge as possible regarding
the diagnostic process once again at EMTEC in Nottingham on
Saturday 27th October.

A NEW AUTOTECH TEST IS COMING!
Independent technicians and workshop owners
There are currently four multiple choice tests to take on
are
invited to join Autotechnician magazine on
www.autotechnician.co.uk (under the Autotech tab) to
Saturday
October
in Nottingham
test your27theory
and
fault-findingfor
prowess. A new one is
interactive
diagnostics
withwhich
two ofwill
the be
trade's
currently being
devised,
based around a
best
trainers,
plus
an
insight
into
Hybrid
& fault codes in other
no-communication fault, with multiple
Electric
Vehicles. A fantastic day, with great food
modules.
and networking.
The dreaded network fault will focus on your testing
vehicle networks, supporting knowledge and waveform
analysis.

AUTOTECH 2018

It takes a few minutes to register if you are new to the
The final Big Day Ou
system. Why not give them a go and receive instant scores
EmTEc college, mere
and supporting training material once you are done.
Nottingham, NG11 6
from 9.00am to 4.30
tickets are available
which includes all re
Email: admin@autot
01634 816 165 to bo
Please Note: Numbe
JAMES DILLON & ANDY CROOK
as soon as possible if
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The interactive day will focus on a set of live faults on a vehicle
and will challenge the way you approach finding issues. The
day is suitable for anyone involved in diagnostic work, providing
valuable tools to take back to your workshop on every step of
the process – from booking in jobs (and those best left alone),
charging for diagnostics, what to test and what to expect,
eliminating possible faults and customer communication.
We will also have Cleevely EV and Peter Melville of HEVRA joining
us, highlighting the business opportunities of Hybrid & EV repair,
with the opportunity of experiencing the ride of a Tesla Model S.
Tickets are subsidised by Autotech sponsors ACtronics, Dayco
and ZF [pro]Tech and cost just £69.50.
 nicola@autotechnician.co.uk or
01634 816 165 to book your place.

Every element of the day
will be focused on working
through live faults,
helping technicians
improve on customer
interaction, diagnostic
process, evidence
gathering and
recording, testing
procedures, maximizing time and money, and
getting that all important first-time fix.
Autotech 2018 is sponsored by:

WHAT DELEGA
READING’S BIG

“Just wanted to say thank
all had a great time and ca
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THE FINAL BIG
DAY OUT OF 2018
A TRAINING EVENT YOU CANNOT AFFORD TO MISS

Independent technicians and workshop owners
are invited to join Autotechnician magazine on
Saturday 27 October in Nottingham for
interactive diagnostics with two of the trade's
best trainers, plus an insight into Hybrid &
Electric Vehicles. A fantastic day, with great food
and networking.

JAMES DILLON & ANDY CROOK
Every element of the day
will be focused on working
through live faults,
helping technicians
improve on customer
interaction, diagnostic
process, evidence
gathering and
recording, testing
procedures, maximizing time and money, and
getting that all important first-time fix.
Autotech 2018 is sponsored by:

The final Big Day Out event for 2018 will be held at
EmTEc college, mere Way, Ruddington Business Park,
Nottingham, NG11 6JZ on Saturday 27th October
from 9.00am to 4.30pm. Thanks to our sponsors,
tickets are available at the discounted rate of £69.50,
which includes all refreshments, lunch and parking.
Email: admin@autotechnician.co.uk or call Nicola on
01634 816 165 to book your ticket today.
Please Note: Numbers are limited, so book your place
as soon as possible if you can make the date.

WHAT DELEGATES THOUGHT OF
READING’S BIG DAY OUT:
“Just wanted to say thank you to you and the team for yesterday. We
all had a great time and can't wait to come again.” DA
“A great event from a great magazine. Really inspiring discussion and
not one of your usual PowerPoint courses. It's always nice to hear
James Dillon talk and this was no diﬀerent, truly passionate and
thought provoking. A very enjoyable day out, and a bargain compared
to the entry fee! Thanks guys!” mA
“Fun, engaging and interesting business/technical content delivered
by Andy crook & James Dillon today – was certainly worth the 4am
start!” EJ
“Great day out guys as always. Great presentation, great food and
some great people, keep up the good work.” RK

The turbocharger people

BTN Turbo is the only UK supplier of all major turbocharger brands. Technical helpline available for diagnostic information on 01895 466663 or www.btnturbo.com.

The Customer Clinic

– Part two

By Nathan Wise, Autotechnician’s Digital Brand Manager

In this article I’ll be looking at the reasons why I think some
customers feel compelled to tell you they know a mechanic
(read bloke down the pub, ‘mansplaining’), or they have looked
online and diagnosed the issue for themselves – lo and behold,
it’s a cheap and easy repair.
As frustrating as it is for someone to tell you how to do your job,
how long it will take and how simple it is, we need to take an
objective and honest look at why they might do it. First of all, the
web isn’t exactly a new thing, but we reached the point some
time ago where we were encouraged and actually conditioned
to research, compare and investigate virtually everything in our
lives for ourselves. This ranges from our insurance and shopping
all the way through to where to eat and even our health. All you
have to do is grab your phone and ‘Google it’.
We all do it. Before making a purchase or seeking a service of
any description it’s wise to seek reviews, opinions and more
information, while searching for the best deal. Sometimes the
sheer volume of information shared and discussed on the web is
in your face before you even ask for it. You can form an opinion
of something before you even knew it was a thing. Aside from
this we also listen to the opinions of people we trust – family,
friends and that bloke down the pub.

Second of all, we would be naïve to deny that our trade has an
image problem. The rogue traders, bodgers and conmen have

Turning up to your workshop armed with some research and a
‘second opinion’ of sorts, isn’t really that strange in this day and
age. Consumers now feel like they have all the information they
need to protect themselves from the conmen.
Coincidentally, something landed in my inbox the other day
which highlights perfectly the part the internet can play in
throwing fuel on the mistrust fire – there’s a website which is
using this to its advantage.
The website is motoreasy.com and they provide various
services: Warranty, GAP Insurance, Breakdown Cover, Servicing,
MOTs, Repairs and Car Leasing – they even sponsor ‘the
driving entertainment on Dave’. They claim to make you ‘Feel
Comfortable’, ‘Save Money’ and ‘Take Control’ with regards to
your automotive needs.
Customers don’t need to panic because they can relax in
the knowledge that all the work is monitored by an ‘expert
MotorEasy engineer’.

BUSINESS

There’s only one problem with this – what they’ve read or
what they’ve been told could be a complete pile of crap.

tarred the industry and continue to do so, which is why the vast
majority of technicians support a licensing scheme – but that’s
a different conversation. Combine this with the issues discussed
in the last issue’s ‘Customer Clinic - Part 1’ and common
misconceptions about what you do, and you can understand
why customers are apprehensive and lack trust in the trade.
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On the page about baffling mechanic terminology, I’d like to
draw your attention to Jargon Term 3: Diagnostic Check/
Charge - here’s what it says:

“The technician may plug a diagnostics system into your car
to assess any faults; this sounds technical and can be used
to mask the cost of an hour’s labour, but it usually entails no
more than plugging a laptop into the car, taking minutes.”
While in principle there are some things on this website that
are fair to say (and we know that), it is also fearmongering with
incorrect information.
We approached Motoreasy.com for comment, and I received
a reply from their Head of Marketing who has promised us a
response very soon.
So, we all know what we are up against, it’s nothing new
and it’s not getting any easier. The question is what can
we do about it? Here’s a few ideas:
If you click on ‘Repair’ in the menu, it says ‘Motoreasy shops
around for the best rates, so you don’t have to. And we pass
on our trade savings to you. We do all we can to make your
motoring easy.’ Right below this it offers you the chance to look
at their Repair Plan Document. If you click on the link you’ll see
that under appendix e) the trade discounts they secure can,
at their discretion, be passed on in part to the customer. Hey, I
could spend all day picking holes in this website, but that’s not
the bit that beautifully highlights my point.
They have launched a campaign called ‘Lost in Translation’
www.motoreasy.com/lost-in-translation. You can have a look
through it for yourself.

1)

Considering customers have spent some time looking
online and talking to the ‘pub experts’ for the fix, while
it’s possible they are incorrect, they will have a much
better grip on the symptoms of the fault. It’ll sure beat
the ‘it makes a funny noise sometimes’ explanations.
Use this to your advantage; engage the customer’s
theories and assumptions as a way to formulate a
starting point for your investigations. This will also help
build trust and put their mind at ease.

2)

In a previous life I was a sales rep. Before I had started
my demonstrations, customers would regularly ask
“How much…” before I had started, and I needed the
demonstration to build value into the product before
letting them know how expensive it was. My response
was always, “Which bit do you want to buy?” to which
they would always reply, “I don’t know, I haven’t seen
what it does yet…” allowing me to carry on with what
I was doing. If a customer tells you what the problem
is, what to fix and how to fix it, offer to book the car in
there and then for exactly what they have diagnosed
for themselves. I’ll bet they’ll take a step back and ask
you to confirm their thoughts first.

3)

You can’t and won’t win them all, as you know, and
some customers just aren’t worth the aggravation.
Don’t be afraid to turn a customer away if they won’t
buy into your processes and allow you to diagnose
and fix the fault properly, while charging a fair price for
doing so.

The other bits I want to highlight are here:
www.motoreasy.com/magazine/64/Car-Repairs-How-ToCheck-A-Repair-Bill-Is-Fair
And here: www.motoreasy.com/magazine/254/Lost-InTranslation-Seven-Mechanics-Terms-That-Baffle-EveryMotorist
On the page giving advice on ‘How to check a repair bill is fair’
they say they have seen an example of a garage wanting to
change five parts all at once, but instead changing one or two at
a time in the right order, was a less expensive way of solving the
problem.

BUSINESS

I guess we can call this the conscientious, customer focused
‘parts canon’…
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Amongst some other dubious things on this page it also
puts strong doubt in the consumers' minds that suspension
components should be replaced in pairs, bangs on about
repairing parts and even states that by using more expensive
parts, you are earning more commission.

For more articles and news, you can find us at
 www.autotechnician.co.uk
 www.facebook.com/Autotechmagazine and
 www.twitter.com/autotech_mag

Testing parking sensors
By DAVID WAGSTAFF AAE MIMI Master Technician

Figure 1 Parking sensor tester

When it comes to testing parking sensors we have probably
all come across the method of testing where you put your
ear to the sensor and listen for the clicking noise, however if a
customer sees you crawling around on all fours with your ear to
their bumper they are likely to think you should be wearing a tin
hat to protect you from the alien mind rays. So what methods
are there that make us look less like we are a set of spark plugs
short of a service?
The first and most obvious would be to use our serial diagnostic
tool, plugging in to the OBD port and hoping to get a code that
points to a specific sensor. If we are really lucky we’ll get live
data too, giving us the distance from each sensor to an object
behind. If we stand in front of the sensor we should be able to
make the data change. However, with limited resources, parking
sensors are low on the priority list of aftermarket diagnosis
system producers and is often seen as not worth the effort
needed to reverse engineer an application, leaving us back
wearing our tin hat.
Luckily, we have another universal diagnosis tool available to us,
the oscilloscope. Pico Technology have recently introduced the
TA329 Ultrasonic parking sensor detector, which enables us to
visually see the sound bursts as they are transmitted from the
transducer. The detector is quite affordable at around £20+VAT.
The process for using it couldn’t be any simpler – connect the
oscilloscope to your computer and plug in the sensor detector
(Figure 1). I found the best settings for the scope were +/- 500
mV and 200 microseconds across the screen. Set a trigger to
14

hold the image on the screen. If you now hold the detector a
few centimetres in front of each sensor, you’ll see the sound
burst magically appear before your eyes (Figure 2).
By comparing sensor signals, a faulty sensor should stand out
as it will have no, or reduced, output. This method quickly
tells us the parking sensor is receiving a command from the
parking control unit to send an ultra-sonic sound burst and
is transmitting a signal, but it does not tell us if the sensor is
receiving the returned sound wave echo and transmitting that
information back to the control unit. Most of the time, this
would be enough information to detect and condemn a failed
sensor.
The next method is a little more complicated but gives us more
insight as to what is going on in the circuit. A couple of issues
back I gave a brief overview of the Piezoelectric Effect and
briefly mentioned parking sensors and the method they use to
transmit and receive signals. Many of these sensors use either a
bespoke single wire serial interface or LIN Bus to communicate
and we can tap into the data stream to gain more information.
The set up is more difficult as it may involve the removal of
bumpers or access to the parking sensor control unit. The
parking sensor itself will normally have three wires going to it –
power, ground and signal. As with any sensor testing, we should
always start with testing powers and ground. The earlier systems
used a fairly simple communication where the control unit
sends a pulse on the serial wire to request the sensor transmits
a sound pulse, followed by a pulse from the sensor to say it has

Figure 2 Parking sensor waveform

Figure 3 LIN Bus signal

received the echo. The time between the two is related to the
distance to any object behind. This can be seen quite effectively
on a scope with the distance between the two pulses varying
with the distance any object is from the sensor.

displayed in a table below the waveform. Figure 3 shows a
LIN Bus signal and the information being decoded below. This
data will change with the distance measured to any object. If
we wanted to, we could analyse the data to give us the exact
distance. The actual data transmitted will vary from make to
make, even model to model, so unless you do a lot of the same
model, it is probably not worth the effort to reverse engineer
the data to say that it should give a particular reading at a set
distance, but it is probably sufficient for our needs to simply
note this is changing.

EXAMINING LIN BUS SIGNALS
Later sensors use LIN Bus to communicate between control
unit and sensors. As with any LIN Bus signal, we should see
a nice clean square wave data signal that is about 1V below
battery voltage. Again, there will be a request by the control unit
followed by a reply from the sensor, however, it is now more
difficult to pick out this info from the waveform. PicoScope has
a feature that decodes the serial data. It can be found under
the tab ‘Tools > Serial decoding’. By selecting LIN and the
appropriate Baud rate we can see the data being transmitted

DVSA
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Hopefully, this gives you a few different options for testing.
Obviously, the easiest method is fault codes, followed by the
TA329 sensor, but it is worth learning about LIN BUS and getting
used to testing with a scope, as it is now commonly used
between many switches, sensors and control units.

WORKSHOP VISIT: CLEEVELY MOTORS &
CLEEVELY ELECTRIC VEHICLES
By Rob Marshall
the business meant that his work became less hands-on and
the necessary management roles, associated with running a
successful enterprise, started to overwhelm him.

CREATING POSITIVES FROM NEGATIVES
Matt is disarmingly honest about mental illness. "I was not
depressed…I genuinely had depression," he admitted. "I had
a secure job, a wonderful family, including a devoted wife
and twin daughters but I was deeply unhappy. My work was
unfulfilling. I needed a new challenge, so I started to look at
other avenues that would help drag me out of the dark place in
which I felt trapped."

Matt's grandfather, John, established Cleevely Motors in the early
1960s and Matt is the third-generation family member looking to
ensure that the business does not stand still.

With electric vehicles starting to be taken seriously, Rob Marshall
visits a long-established garage, which views going down the
electric avenue as more of an opportunity than a threat.
Regardless of how sceptical you might be about the whole-life
environmental soundness of the Electric Vehicle (EV), we will
be seeing more of them. Carmakers are falling over each other
to develop not only Plug-In Hybrids but also pure EVs that are
viable for day-to-day use and a growing number of both retail
and commercial car buyers are starting to take heed, especially
when the carrots of lower operating costs and tax breaks are
dangled in front of them by governments. Yet, with many
independent garages refusing to touch even basic hybrid cars,
the first production versions of which appeared eighteen years
ago, it can be argued that certain parts of the aftermarket repair
sector is falling even further behind the quickening pace of
technological change.

While Matt had taken a prior interest in renewable energy, by
having solar panelling installed to his home, at a time when
the UK government was offering attractive grants, with solar
and battery storage added to a subsequent extension, the
technology continued to fascinate him. Not only did researching
electric cars help to relieve him of his psychological torpor but
it also provided a practical solution, as Matt explained:"Our own
petrol cars were suffering badly from never being warmedup properly, due to conducting a one mile-long school run
commute twice daily and this made me determined that an
electric car would fit perfectly into our lifestyles."
The disinterest experienced at his local Nissan agents, who
preferred to direct Matt towards a conventionally-fuelled car
rather than an all-electric LEAF, led him to venture to another
main dealer in Worcester, from which he bought an 18-month
old example. "I was hooked", he recalled, "The EV offered a better
driving experience and I knew that the short journeys were not
going to kill it mechanically. I had a charge-point installed at
home, which meant that I could fuel it for free, thanks to the
solar panelling that had been installed a few years previously.
Plus, the maintenance costs were virtually zero. It was everything
and more than I expected."

WORKSHOP VISIT

EVOLVE OR DIE
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After building both his qualifications and experience at an
independent workshop in Dorset, Matt Cleevely returned to
his native Cheltenham, in the late nineties, to join the family
business that was established by his grandfather in 1962.
While the business had expanded gradually over the years,
Matt realised that keeping-up with modern car technology
was the future. Despite the sceptical views of his family, Matt's
risk of investing heavily in diagnostic equipment paid off and
Cleevely Motors developed an enviable repute in its area as
being the go-to place for diagnostics, even among other local
independents. The situation gave Matt the added advantage
of honing his experience with electronics especially, which led
to him qualifying as an IMI Master Technician, but changes in

Matt Cleevely, pictured right, established Cleevely Electric Vehicles with fellow
Director, David Smith (pictured left) with the aim of offering customers more
than EV repairs.

The current site has expanded into neighbouring buildings over the years
and remains extremely busy but could not grow further.

A new site, on a nearby industrial estate, provides additional workspace and
MOT Test facilities, as well as being a home for Cleevely Electric Vehicles.

THE JOURNEY

Cleevely Electric Vehicles' journey may have just begun but
the word is spreading. For repairs, Matt reports that he has had
several customers already that have travelled a considerable
distance to Cheltenham for assistance, such as the owner of
a 10 years-old Honda Civic IMA hybrid that drove across from
Nottingham. Additionally, during our visit, a local company
enquired about electrifying its entire van fleet. While pure
electric may not be replacing petrol and diesel vehicles, at least
in the medium term, we shall all be seeing more of them.

Meanwhile, the original Cleevely Motors' site was restricting its
potential. Prompted by a two-weeks'-long customer waiting list
and the annual outsourcing of over 900 MOT Tests, Matt sought
and rented additional premises that could accommodate a
modern MOT lane and several new ramps. Additionally, Matt's
ownership experience highlighted that, while he sensed a
viable opportunity, the current model of car service, repair and
maintenance would not sustain a profitable business. A fresh
approach would be needed, which Matt calls, ‘The Journey’.
Based on his disappointing initial purchasing experience with
the LEAF, Matt's strategy guides customers through an EV
lifestyle and he is available to offer personal support at each
stage. Starting with advising, through to renting, selling and,
ultimately, maintaining/repairing the vehicle, Matt's aim is
to support new EV customers but not alienate any existing
clientele. He emphasises, however, that the basic philosophy
from his grandfather's business ethos must remain core,
communicating face-to-face with the customer and offering
unbiased advice, which Matt views as being even more valuable
now with EVs, where the lack of independent and credible
information is a real barrier.

At the time of our visit, a Mitsubishi
Outlander PHEV (Plug-in Hybrid) and a Tesla
Model S P75D were in the workshop, with
Matt's original Nissan LEAF.

WORKSHOP VISIT

Bringing friends and professional marketers, David and
Samantha Smith, on board as co-directors, a new sister
company, Cleevely Electric Vehicles, was established in January
2018, which moved into its new premises on June 18th.
Within a month, the workshop and customer reception were
both functional, with MOT Tests and repairs of traditional cars
occupying half of the workshop space, thereby alleviating
pressure from the old site, situated just one mile away. While
Matt admits that internal combustion repairs will subsidise
the EV side of the new business until EV volumes grow, rentals
remain especially buoyant. Thanks to a partnership with a Tesla
hire company, the ultimate electric car, a Model S P75D, is a
permanent resident at the new site, which Matt uses to enable
potential customers to experience the positive ownership
proposition for themselves.

Contact Details:
CLEEVELY ELECTRIC VEHICLES, 41a Lansdown Industrial
Estate, Cheltenham, GL51 8PS.
01242 308006
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Driven by

EXPERIENCE

YEARS

Competence is not just a matter of years. It’s a combination of long-term
objectives, dedication and commitment to continually learn and grow from your
experience. As one of the first companies, we started on this path 30 years ago
in the field of diagnostics.
We aim to make everyday workshop tasks more effective and efficient with our KTS
diagnostic solutions and the dedicated ESI[tronic] software. What‘s more: we want to
use our experience and knowledge to strengthen your confidence in us every day. That’s
why we continually enhance our control unit diagnosis tools, providing you with the latest
generation of innovative, state-of-the-art KTS hardware solutions.
bosch-workshopworld.co.uk

What drives you
drives us.

Vehicle profile: Mercedes-Benz E300
BlueTEC HYBRID (2012-2015)
By Peter Melville, Hybrid & Electric Vehicle Repair Alliance

Based on the established ‘212’ model
E220/E250 CDI, the E300 BlueTEC
Hybrid adds a 27bhp electric motor to
the powertrain although, unusually,
retains a 12V starter motor and
alternator. W212 (Saloon) models
can be identified by a WDD212098...
VIN, and S212 (Estate, or ‘T-Model’)
WDD212298.
The system features a 12V starter
motor and alternator, plus a two-way
DC-DC converter. As well as charging
the 12V battery, it can charge the
hybrid battery from the 12V system
if required. The high-voltage motorgenerator is used for starting the
engine when stationary, and the
starter is used when in motion. The
starter can also be used for starting if
the high-voltage battery charge is low.
This article details the E300 BlueTEC
Hybrid – a similar system is used in
the C300 BlueTEC Hybrid and S300
BlueTEC Hybrid, and the later C300h,
S300h. The earlier S400 petrol hybrid
uses a similar system without the 12V
starter and alternator. The later plug-in
models are different again.
Despite the name, the E300 BlueTEC
HYBRID is not a 3.0-litre engine, it's
a 2.1, and does not have an Adblue
system.

ENGINE AND GEARBOX
The E-Class uses the 651.924 engine, the
651 being an established engine used
in other Mercedes cars and Vito/Sprinter
vans. Measuring 2143cc, and developing
201bhp, the engine has fuel-saving
features such as a volume-controlled
oil pump and demand-controlled
coolant pump. The engine has twinturbochargers in series, cooled exhaust
gas recirculation, balance shafts and has
the timing gears and timing chain on the
gearbox end.

Some engines were originally supplied
with Delphi Piezo injectors, which have
no leak-off pipes. These may have been
replaced with the later version, with
leak-off pipes, due to reliability problems.
Injectors have individual codes for finetuning and these must be entered with
diagnostic equipment when replacing.
Injector seals are prone to leak, to
prevent this, the injector and bore must
be completely clean and a new sealing
washer and bolt used, and the bolt
tightened to the correct torque. If there
is any resistance to putting the injector
in the bore, the bore is not sufficiently
clean and may lead to future leaks.
It has two turbochargers in series, the
first designed to provide boost at low
engine speeds and the second for high
engine speeds. The exhaust manifold
features a boost pressure control flap
(Mercedes calls it ‘LRK’) which is like a
throttle flap. When closed, the exhaust
gas is sent to the first turbo, when open,
the gas bypasses the first turbo and goes
straight to the second. On the intake
side, the air goes through the second
turbo first and then can either go into
the intake or through the first turbo,
depending on the position of the charge
air bypass flap.
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As with most modern diesel engines there is also a throttle
flap on the engine intake. This creates a partial vacuum in the
inlet manifold to help draw in recirculated exhaust gas. The
flap is also closed when switching off the engine to avoid the
vibration caused by a diesel engine's compression. The exhaust
gas is cooled by the engine coolant and features a cooler
bypass flap for when hot EGR is required (such as during a DPF
regeneration).
The engine has four valves per cylinder – eight inlet ports. One
of the ports for each cylinder is covered by a swirl flap. The flaps
can be closed during part-load acceleration to improve air-fuel
mixing (imagine putting your finger over the end of a hosepipe
– the faster flow helps mixing). At full load, more air is required,
so the flaps are opened by an electric motor.
The exhaust system is fitted with an oxidation catalyst and a
particulate filter. The particulate filter catches soot produced
by the engine and burns it into smaller particles during
regeneration. The filter needs to reach temperatures of around
600°C to burn off the soot. This is done by hot exhaust gas
recirculation, operating the glow plugs, and later injection. The
late injection results in a higher exhaust gas temperature. The
motor generator is also used to increase the load on the engine,
which further increases exhaust gas temperature. If driving
conditions permit (e.g. motorway driving), a regeneration
is possible without using these extra measures. The car will
normally do a regeneration whilst driving about every 500-600
miles. DPF problems should be rectified as soon as possible as
further driving may cause the filter to block and need a new
filter. A differential pressure sensor and back-pressure sensor are
both fitted.
The engine's water pump can be switched on and off by
a vacuum-operated clutch. Depending on coolant and air
temperature, the pump can be de-activated for up to eight
minutes after engine start to save energy. The thermostat is also
electronically controlled. A normal thermostat with an increased
opening temperature is used, with an electric heating element.
The engine ECU can use the heating element to open the
thermostat earlier if desired. The engine cooling system and high
voltage cooling system share the same coolant and expansion
tank, but a valve closes at around 60°C to prevent the engine's
hot coolant from heating the high-voltage system.
The gearbox is a 7-speed 724.208 and has a 12V electric oil
pump to operate the transmission when the vehicle is driving
with the engine off. The motor-generator, or ‘electric machine’,
is installed in the transmission bellhousing and is connected to
the engine via a wet clutch. For starting, the gearbox can be put
into neutral, and the motor-generator used to turn the engine.
For electric driving, the wet clutch is disengaged and the motorgenerator drives the vehicle via the gearbox. If it is necessary to
start the engine during driving, the arrangement does not allow
for this, so the engine is turned via a 12V starter motor and, once
started, the wet clutch can be engaged for the engine to drive
the wheels.
An 12V electric vacuum pump located on the engine next to the
air conditioning compressor is used to provide vacuum to the
brake booster when the engine is not running.
The Power Electronics Module is located on the lower left of the
engine and incorporates the inverter and the DC-DC converter,
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it is liquid cooled. The DC-DC converter is bidirectional, so can
charge the high-voltage battery from the 12V system if required.
The 12V alternator is used as and when required. Under normal
circumstances, 12V power is provided by the DC-DC converter. If
further power is needed, or a fault develops, the engine control
module switches on the alternator over a LIN network.
If the driving conditions and battery charge permits, the engine
will be switched off. Before switching off, the system checks
the electric transmission oil pump is working. Start-Stop is
disabled if the bonnet is open or if the engine is not at operating
temperature.
The engine is shut off whenever it is not needed at speeds
up to 100mph so, even if the cruising speed is high but only a
small amount of power is needed to maintain cruising speed,
the engine will be switched off and the motor-generator will
provide the power needed.

BATTERY
The 23kg Lithium-Ion battery is just 0.8kWh, but this is not
a plug-in vehicle, so the battery's only function is to store
energy for use later on. The battery is on the nearside corner of
the engine bay and is cooled by the air conditioning system.
The battery ECU and system main relays are inside the unit.
An interlock circuit travels from the high voltage battery to
check the presence of its high-voltage connector, and that of
the Power Electronics Module, Motor-generator and the air
conditioning compressor.
DEALER SERVICE PRICES:
Service A: £650, Diagnostic check: £162, Front brake pads
and discs: £431, Rear brake pads and discs: £437, Front wiper
blades: £55
To receive the full overview, which also details the Air
Conditioning, High Voltage cooling, Electrical & Braking system,
please email  Peter.melville@hevra.org.uk.
 www.hevra.org.uk

NOTE: Procedures described are for guidance only. Refer to vehicle
manufacturer's technical information for up-to-date procedures.
HEVRA cannot take responsibility for injury, malfunction or accident.
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A PROBLEM HALVED
By Andy Crook
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Imagine the scene – a good customer is on the phone informing
you that his son’s car is on the back of a recovery truck heading
to your workshop. You have never seen the car before and he
wants you to take a ‘quick look’ at it.

CASE STUDY

This is the sort of scenario that we face time and time again. The
customer expectation is that the technician can diagnose the
fault quickly and quote for the repair work without, or for little
cost, to the customer. This may be true for mechanical work, but
for electrical diagnosis on today’s modern computers on wheels,
the diagnosis may take longer than the repair and therefore cost
far more.
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Figure 1

the job card and is the starting point for the detailed questions
that are asked when the vehicle is dropped off.
In this case, the process was a bit skewed as the owner/
regular driver wasn’t going to be with the vehicle. I proceeded
to ask a number of questions:
What is wrong with the car? “It keeps cutting out”.
How frequently? “Every 2-3 miles.”
Has it recently been refuelled? “No”.

However, the customer perception is that diagnosis is a low
value commodity, after all, you just need to ‘plug in’ a tool and
the car will tell you what is wrong!

What work has been carried out recently?
“A breakdown service has looked at it at the roadside and recovered
it to a local garage”.

Changing this perception is made much more difficult when
garages still offer their ‘diagnostic’ service for £25. I always
wonder what they do for that £25.

Did they suggest what might be wrong?
“No, they couldn’t communicate with the ECU, so they just towed it
to a garage”.

We have a robust process for diagnostic work and it always starts
with a customer interview. This allows us to gather information
about the customer and the problem, as well as explain what is
required and the costs associated with the diagnosis. Essentially,
it is a process where we educate the customer, then ask if they
want us to diagnose the problem.

What has that garage done?
“They recommended a Jaguar specialist as the ECU needs replacing
or resetting, in their opinion. The specialist has managed to
communicate with it and extract a code and has suggested it may
be the fuel pump solenoid or the ECU,” he continued. “They have
replaced a blown fuse, and this allowed the vehicle to start and run
until it blew again. It has been replaced with a fuse of higher rating
to get it running and help get it on the recovery vehicle. But it has
blown again”.

Our diagnostic procedure then proceeds with a customer
questionnaire. We have developed a form that enables any
member of staff to gather some basic details. This is recorded on

% of the problem

1

0

1
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3

Distinguishing between diagnosis
and the repair

4

5

Figure 2

hypothesis, test and evaluation, repeat. Within five steps you
should have proved the fault.

So, having established the recent repair history, we now needed
to agree on a way forward.

Picking a point halfway through a circuit and applying tests,
or logic, will eliminate 50% of the possible culprits if the test is
robust enough.

The customer was happy for us to spend up to an hour to find
the fault and provide an estimate for the repair.

Halving the remaining 50% leaves you with 25%, halving that
leaves 12.5%, halving that leaves 7.25%, and so on.

This clear distinction between the diagnosis and the repair helps
the customer understand why we charge a different rate for this
service and why the fix is not included. It is a separate operation
and therefore a separate charge on the invoice.

It isn’t always possible to be so precise, but I’m sure you get the
idea. If you know what result to expect anywhere in the circuit,
you can measure anywhere and if the result is positive you can
eliminate the circuit up to that point as the cause.

This is a much different proposition to the ‘quick look’ they
initially requested, but as we pointed out, it has had three
separate repair agents look at it without a definitive conclusion.

In this case, we could rule out the ground path including the
ECU from our enquiries. Shorting this side of the circuit would
result in a reduction in rail pressure with the maximum current
flow possible in the circuit. That’s half the components ruled
out without even taking a measurement. So, we focused on the
remaining half of the circuit, the wiring to the metering valve,
and the valve itself. We needed to prove if the wiring or the valve
was at fault, so we needed to come up with a test that would do
just that.

It is going to require specialist tools, knowledge and information
to establish the cause of the fault, all of which is reflected in the
diagnostic rate charged for this service.
When the vehicle arrived we performed a global scan of all
modules and noted the codes.
The only code stored in the PCM did indeed relate to the Fuel
Metering Valve Circuit.
Next, we used an information system to obtain the wiring
diagram relating to the fuel pressure solenoid/metering valve.
Identifying the various elements of the circuit allows us to carry
out the required tests more efficiently. I drew my own diagram
identifying:
•
•
•
•
•

Supply
Protection
Load
Control
Ground Path

I inserted expected values at the logical test points and
formulated a test plan with the results evaluated at every
measurement step. See Figure 1.

We removed the fuse and replaced the wiring to the valve with a
fused link of the correct rating, connected the oscilloscope amp
clamp to the fused link and grounded the control side of the
valve. The oscilloscope trace shows the result, 2.2 Amps drawn
by the metering valve. See Figure 3.
We removed the ground from the metering valve and
connected the plug, cleared the codes and drove it for 10 miles
without any issues. This was to prove that the valve was not
failing due to heat build-up. This proves the fault is in the wiring
after the fuse. One test and the fault was isolated to a length of
wire. We then gave the customer two options; strip the loom
to locate the fault or a ‘loom overlay’. A loom overlay is simply
running another wire. The customer was given estimates for
both options including some advice on which way to proceed.

It was clear from the customer interview the problem was an
intermittent short circuit. Where the short was located is another
matter entirely, we needed to come up with a test plan to prove
where the short was in the circuit.

Formulate a test plan
Halving is a process used to reduce the time to solve problems;
it can be used to great effect during circuit diagnosis. In
theory, you should be able to narrow the fault by a process of

Figure 3
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Ignition & Engine Management
Universal vs bespoke sensors
Ignition specialist NGK Spark Plugs is probably best known for its
original equipment spark plugs and glow plugs but is also the
world’s largest manufacturer of Lambda sensors and supplies to
the aftermarket under its NTK brand name.
NGK says the experience it has in supplying the VMs worldwide
allows it to offer exactly the right sensor for every vehicle
application.
The company advises garages to always go with a bespoke
OE quality Lambda sensor and steer clear of ‘universal sensors’.
A ‘universal’ Lambda sensor is designed to cover as many
applications as possible by splicing in the connector from the
unit being replaced. In theory, this sounds like a good idea. In
practice, the supplier says the potential for a mismatch with the
vehicle's system or subsequent premature failure is very high.
Mark Hallam, NGK Spark Plugs UK, Marketing Manager, says: “Our
customers can be secure in the knowledge that our NTK Lambda
sensors always match the vehicle manufacturers’ specifications.
All are factory tested as part of the VMs’ specification. They
have OE connectors as standard, so no crimping or soldering is
required.”

A malfunction of an associated part may directly affect the
performance of a sensor. An oscilloscope and gas analyser is
a much more accurate way of assessing sensor performance
than relying on fault codes alone. Look for slow response times,
output range and heater function.
Contaminants from poor quality oils and fuel that remain in the
exhaust gases can become deposited on the sensor element
affecting its operation. Even coolant from a leaking head gasket
can reach the element.

TOOL BOXES UP FOR GRABS
NGK is offering members of its BoxClever garage loyalty
scheme the chance to win one of six 140-piece Teng Tool
kits worth over £1,000 each.

A new Lambda sensor should be fitted whenever a vehicle’s
catalytic convertor is replaced.
A worn or failed sensor can result in drastically reduced control
of the fuelling system, which could result in increased fuel
consumption, uneven running, generally poor performance or
failure of an emission test, so replacement is good news for the
customer and the workshop.
The function of the sensor should be checked every 20,000
miles or annually. The emissions check, as part of the current
MOT test, samples the exhaust gases to monitor the efficiency
of the engine, exhaust system and engine control systems. The
Lambda sensor is a vital part of this system and its function is
influenced by many other components.

IGNITION & ENGINE MANAGEMENT

Best practice

Following the purchase of NGK and NTK branded
components, BoxClever members are encouraged to
collect the single boxes products come supplied in and
return them in exchange for prize points. Every time a
member banks between July 1st and September 30th
2018 they receive an entry into the prize draw.
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A reliable start
MEYLE AG provides around 130 MEYLE-ORIGINAL glow plugs for
all standard applications, covering around 90% of diesel vehicles
throughout Europe. The manufacturer also provides around 60
glow-time control unit kits, which include the control unit and
appropriate glow plugs.
Glow plugs extend into the cylinder of the diesel engine and
heat up to temperatures of +1000°C, required to ensure the
cold start of a diesel engine even in winter. To prevent defects
and wear, the MEYLE-ORIGINAL glow plugs are produced in
accordance with OEM specifications – which includes the use of
heat-resistant metal and twin heating coil technology. The glow
plugs have a high insulation capacity against leakage currents
or flashovers and a special rubber seal is used inside the plug to
prevent any moisture and corrosion.

MEYLE WORKSHOP TIP:
There are many reasons why a glow plug does not function
properly: in addition to ageing-related wear, incorrect
installation, a defective control unit or inadequate processing
of glow plugs may be reasons for defects. This can result in
deformed, broken or burst glow plugs, which may give rise to
expensive consequential damage. For example, it may not be
possible to remove the glow plugs or – in the worst case – parts
of the glow plug may enter the cylinder and cause damage to it.
Glow plugs should be replaced every 50,000 to 60,000 miles.
MEYLE also recommends that all glow plugs be replaced at
the same time to prevent subsequent repair work. The control
unit should also be checked when replacing plugs and when
replacing the control unit, all glow plugs should be replaced –
preventing a new control unit being damaged by a defective
glow plug.

IGNITION COILS: DON'T GET ALL WOUND UP

IGNITION & ENGINE MANAGEMENT

Delphi Technologies shares some common technical tips and best practices
when it comes to servicing ignition coils.
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RECOMMENDATION

REASON

Coils should not have any visible damage
and the boot should be fully seated. If you
notice any damage such as a cracked coil
housing, broken anti-rotational tabs or
broken connector while assembling coils to
the engine, disregard it.

A damaged part could result in premature
failure and a poorly seated boot could lead
to engine misfire.

Never remove or disassemble the boot from
the coil.

Disassembling the boot from the coil could
lead to losing the spring and / or suppressor.
The result - engine misfires and RFI noise.

Do not scratch the HV towers or the coil
housing.

Scratches to the coil body could lead to a
cracked case and / cracked HV tower which
would lead to arc thru and coil failure.

Don’t strike any part of the ignition system
with a tool or other object.

This could lead to physical damage
(micro-cracking that can’t be seen). The
consequences are a system malfunction or
failure.

Never use hammers or other striking devices
to install plug wire to the coil HV tower. This
should be done by hand.

The striking process could induce microcracking at the coil HV tower and could
deform / damage the plug wire terminal that
may lead to premature failure.

Don’t apply any non-approved material to
the surface of the high voltage tower which
mates with the high voltage secondary leads.

This can jeopardize the seal integrity of the
mating surfaces, which in turn can create
a secondary high voltage leak path and
carbon tracking.

facebook.com/ngksparkplugsuk
NGK UK YouTube

ngkntk.com

There’s no substitute
for an original.
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FROM THE WORLD’S NO.1

PRODUCT REVIEW:
HY-CARBON ENGINE CLEANER

GARAGE EQUIPMENT

NEW PRODUCT CLAIMS TO HELP VEHICLES MEET REVISED MOT TESTING STANDARDS –
AUTOTECHNICIAN PUTS IT TO THE TEST
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Flex Fuel-Energy Development (FFED) is looking for independent
workshops to work with as part of its UK expansion with the
introduction of its HY-Carbon engine cleaning technology.

We asked independent workshop Complete Car
Maintenance to test it out for us, here’s what owner Stuart
White had to say:

FFED uses its HY-Carbon solution – a hydrogen decarbonising
process – to ‘reduce engine emissions and fuel consumption
and increase engine performance’. By injecting hydrogen into
the intake manifold, carbon deposits are said to be eliminated
from key engine components – the admission valves, the EGR
valve, the turbo and the particulate filter. Independent engine
tests conducted after using the equipment showed up to 50%
less emissions – reporting up to 54% reduction in NoX; with a
return of engine power and reduced fuel consumption.

“Although the control panel of the Flex Fuel looks a little
complicated the machine is very simple in its setup and
operation.

Sebastien Le Polles, CEO of FFED, comments: “The UK
Government recently announced strict changes to MOT
testing on emissions. It stated that if ‘the exhaust on a vehicle
fitted with a diesel particulate filter emits visible smoke of any
colour’ the car will fail its MOT test. An engine treated with
HY-Carbon eliminates the pollutants responsible for smoke
colour altogether. We are providing consumers and service
providers a simple, cost-effective solution to not only ensure
a vehicle passes the new emissions standard, but that engine
performance is regained, and fuel consumption improves.”
“We are very excited by the opening of our UK subsidiary. The
UK automotive market represents a big growth opportunity
for FFED and we are recruiting rapidly to ensure we can build
a comprehensive dealer network for our customers and
consumers to offer a non-chemical, safe and cost-effective
engine cleaning solution.”

“The only consumable the machine needs is distilled water,
there is a sight glass on the side to check the level and it is
topped up through a filler on top of the machine. There is a hose
which runs from the rear of the machine, which connects to a
solid plastic pipe – this is inserted into the induction system,
ideally just behind the air mass sensor. An adaptor is supplied for
use on vehicles with twin inlets. There is then a connection to be
made to the EGR, so that the Flex Fuel can control the operation
of the EGR valve with varying cycles as it goes through its
operation. The Flex Fuel is supplied with several adaptors and a
universal connector.
“The Flex Fuel can be set to run for either 30, 60, 90 or 120
minutes. It was advised that is should be run for 60 minutes for
a preventative clean and 120 minutes if there was a particular
problem. The vehicle must be running throughout the process
and the engine started before the treatment is added. The
vehicle can be run at idle, although it was advised that the clean
was more effective if carried out at 1,500 to 2,000 rpm.
“We carried out a test of the Flex Fuel on a 2007 Ford S-MAX
1.8 Diesel. The vehicle came in with the engine MIL on and was
reporting a fault for a sticking turbo actuator. The vehicle was
inspected for this fault and it was found that the operation of the

VVT mechanism inside the turbo was notchy. We carried out a MOT
emissions test on the car to give us a benchmark, the car passed
the test with a 1.13 (pass value 1.8). The Flex Fuel cleaning process
was then carried out for 120 minutes with the car at 2,000 rpm and
the EGR operation connected. Once the clean was finished, the car
was disconnected and left overnight.
“The following morning the car was taken on a short road test to
get the engine up to temperature and another MOT emissions
test carried out, the reading had dropped from 1.13 to 0.39. I was
honestly surprised to see such a large reduction in emissions. The
customer had agreed that I could take the car home that evening
to see if the turbo fault returned, this is a round trip of over 70 miles.
The car performed very well, and the fault did not return. I checked
the car for codes and none were stored. I asked the customer to
report back to me if the fault or light returned, and so far over two
weeks have passed without report of a fault.
“I have to say that I was sceptical of the machine’s ability prior
to using it but was surprised and impressed by the results on
this particular car. We carried out the same procedure on a VW
transporter with an EGR flow fault and we’re waiting to hear back
from the customer as to its success.
“We also used it on a Land Rover Discovery, with an EGR valve
reporting limited movement, although the process did slightly
improve the operation of the valves on this vehicle it was not
enough to prevent the fault being flagged and so the EGR valves
required replacement in this case.”
Find out more:
 tgavin@flexfuel-company.com
 www.flexfuel-company.com/en

INTELLIGENT REPAIR PROGRAMME
An Intelligent Repair Programme has been set up to enable
technicians to complete swift, minor body repairs. This brings
together the vast stock range and availability of Euro Car Parts
and LKQ Coatings, together with the specialist service and
support provided by its Workshop Solutions team.

The service enables repairers to offer additional services
through minor body repairs and it also provides existing
bodyshops with an effective way of reducing key-to-key
times. Helen Robinson, Marketing Director at Euro Car Parts,
explains: “Over the past three to four years we’ve seen the
size of average independent bodyshops becoming smaller.
Modern vehicles are often equipped with advanced braking
systems, parking sensors and lane avoidance systems, causing
fewer collisions than the industry is used to. As a result,

bodyshops are working to fixed cost models and looking for
cost effective and immediate ways to return vehicles to preaccident condition.
“Our Intelligent Repair Programme helps forward-thinking
bodyshops and repairers to repair vehicles in-situ, using rapid
solutions at a fixed price, capturing sales under a customer’s
insurance excess level.”

GARAGE EQUIPMENT

Workshops can be upgraded with the latest equipment for
wheel refurbishment, windscreen and interior repair, cosmetic
paint and paint-less dent work, in addition to both static
and mobile spray booths. IMI-accredited training is available,
consisting of a complete portfolio of bodyshop-specific
functions, including vehicle damage assessment. Euro Car
Parts also offers workshops the opportunity to operate their
own mobile repair service, supplying the van and training
operators in the latest intelligent repair technologies.
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ANALYSE EMISSIONS
WITH SPEEDY
ACCURACY
The cable-free DS2 Diesel Smokemeter
from Premier Diagnostics is a portable
emissions tester, designed to cater for all
types of diesel-powered vehicles within
demanding MOT bays.

HYDRAULIC LIFT
This easy-to-use 1.5 tonne Hydraulic
Vehicle lift from Draper Tools is operated
by attaching an airline to the foot pedal
to raise up a vehicle by the wheel or
seal. The heavy-duty steel frame is
attached with a pneumatic foot pump
and hydraulic lifting ram, providing a
maximum lift range of 785mm and five
locking positions. The lift is fitted with
heavy duty castors.
Stock number 78610.

The cable-less Smokehead and portable
display unit operates up to 100 metres
from the base station and performs
an automatic calibration check on a
daily basis. It is said to provide a speedy
calculation of peak and average readings.
The British-built Premier Combi combines
a petrol and diesel emission analyser with
an integrated oil temperature and RPM
measurement. Each MOT test is stored
to its memory and customer reminder
letters can be printed out.
A PD-COM multi RPM module measures
engine speed and temperature from the
EOBD socket on all EOBD compliant cars – Fast, nationwide on-site support
a conventional RPM and oil dipstick probe is available from its team of UKAS
accredited engineers.
can be used on older model cars.

NEW DEVICE FOR ENGINE CLEANING
NEW DEVELOPMENT BY LIQUI MOLY FOR
GARAGES: JETCLEAN TRONIC II
As soon as an engine is running, combustion residues are created
that get stuck on the injection nozzles. This means the fuel is
no longer as finely atomized, resulting in reduced performance,
increased fuel consumption and even more combustion residues.
The intake system also suffers. The dirt ends up here, on the one
hand, through the exhaust gas recirculation and, on the other,
through the crankcase ventilation. These deposits pose a bigger
problem in modern engines, as they are much more sensitive to
dirt than older vehicles.

The JetClean Tronic II is attached to the car battery, so
you can take the device to the vehicle, and is suitable
not only for cars, but also for commercial vehicles,
construction machines, motorcycles and boats.

GARAGE EQUIPMENT

With the JetClean Tronic II by German additive specialist LIQUI
MOLY, garages can cleanse the engine and fuel system. Once
connected to the injection or intake system, the device pumps in
the cleaning additive. “This allows a concentrated and effective
removal of the deposits,” says R&D Manager David Kaiser. There are
four additives for the JetClean Tronic II: One each for the injection
and intake system and one each for the gasoline and diesel engine
fuel systems. In order to prevent mix-ups, the gasoline additives
are coloured blue. This means just a glance at the two tanks of
the JetClean Tronic II is all it takes to recognise whether the
remaining amount has to be removed before the next use or
simply topped up.
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LIFTING EQUIPMENT
Lifts are essential and will bring you a high return
on investment. Before purchasing a lift, the first
question you need to ask yourself is what type
of vehicles you wish to service. GEMCO supplies
everything from three tonne through to commercial
lifts.

TYRE CHANGERS

MAKING THE MOST OUT OF YOUR
WORKSHOP SPACE
A well-designed workshop can speed up maintenance tasks and ultimately
make or break a business, especially one that is limited on space. Whether
you’re considering a new brake tester or complete ATL, GEMCO advises
to first have a clear budget in mind, warning of the old saying ‘if you buy
cheap, you buy twice’. Find out where the equipment is manufactured and
the back-up that comes with it.
Have a clear plan of where your garage is now and where you want it
to be in the future. Who is your current target audience? Are there any
opportunities that you could be missing out on, for example offering an air
con service or motorcycle servicing for your customers?

VERSATILE ALIGNER

GARAGE EQUIPMENT

Supertracker introduces the new STR130RW 6-sensor
computerised aligner, capable of carrying out checks virtually
anywhere in the workshop. It can be operated on a full wheel
alignment lift, a standard four-post lift, a two-post lift and on a
level surface.
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This latest addition offers measuring heads within the company’s
‘hang-on system’ and ‘user friendly’ programme software for easy
navigation. Adjustment help screens provide assistance when
making various vehicle adjustments.
Supertracker is set to launch a further two new products,
including the STR500 – pitched as a highly economical 3D
aligner.
info@supertracker.com

Although bigger jobs might bring a higher return
on investment, small jobs should play a key part
within your business plan and will keep you afloat,
especially when building up a loyal customer
base. The tyre market has been revolutionised by
price comparison websites such as Black Circles,
so if you want to compete on price in a heavily
price dominated market, having a contract with a
comparison site is a good starting point. Although
this would initially cut in your margins, it would give
you the opportunity to get customers through the
door and possibly ensure some loyalty.

BRAKE TESTERS
A brake tester is something that every MOT
garage requires. To save space and increase staff
productivity, it is best to purchase a one-person test
lane, so a second member of staff can be changing
tyres whilst the other is conducting the MOT test.
GEMCO encourages customers to arrange a site visit
with their local GEMCO sales person who can advise
on what is best for your business and customers.
This, combined with an experienced CAD drawing
team, will ensure that space is used effectively.

NEW HUNTER WALKAWAY
Hunter’s fully-automatic Revolution tyre changer delivers more
efficiency improvements and safety benefits for workshops
thanks to a new upgrade.
The new Revolution WalkAway offers 80 seconds of unattended
bead breaking and demounting, meaning that technicians
can perform other tasks such as wheel balancing while other
tyres within a set are being demounted. Hunter estimates that
the process of changing and balancing a complete set of four
identical wheels and tyres is 25 percent faster than traditional
methods.
“After carefully examining every element of the overall tyre
replacement procedure, [Hunter’s engineers] have introduced
the WalkAway, which enables technicians to carry out
multiple processes simultaneously by using the autonomous
demounting capability,” explains Paul Beaurain, Managing
Director of Pro-Align. “In doing so, a considerable amount of
time can be saved changing each set of wheels, helping to not
only improve workshop efficiency and profitability but also the
customer experience.”
The new Revolution WalkAway is ideal for workshops who are
changing a large number of end-of-life tyres in sets of four or
two of same size tyre and wheel assemblies. After ‘educating’ the
WalkAway on the first tyre, when demounting a tyre from then
on in, technicians then simply need to load the tyre assembly,
orient TPMS, and activate WalkAway, and finally offload the old
tyre. A ‘traffic light’ status indicator system shows when the
machine is in operation, stopped, or requires operator input.
Operators just have to make four critical decisions during
operation compared with 17 for conventional tyre changers,
streamlining training and ease of use.

“Essentially, the new WalkAway option gives workshops added
capacity without any investment in additional equipment or
additional space requirements,” continues Beaurain. “Not only
can more jobs be completed in a day by the same number of
technicians but customers can be given an even faster service.”
To find out more about the Hunter Revolution WalkAway and
other tyre servicing equipment from Hunter including wheel
aligners, tyre changers and advanced diagnostic balancers, visit
 www.pro-align.co.uk.

NEW SUN ONE-PERSON TESTING
CAR SCISSOR LIFT
Snap-on’s new Sun SSL 6350 scissor lift can be installed into
current MOT bay recesses to replace older four-post lifts – and
requires no additional groundworks in many cases, meaning
workshops can be quickly using it for testing and generating
revenue rather than having a few days of downtime while
everything is set up.

process is faster and means the lift can be in operation and
earning money sooner.”

“The SSL 6350 has been in development for three years and lets
businesses update their equipment quickly. They don’t want
to have their test lanes out of action for any length of time
while new equipment is installed as that will mean less revenue
coming in. Because our new lift can be fitted into existing
recesses without needing any extra groundwork, the installation

It is said to be ideal also for new MOT sites with limited
space. It has a lifting capacity of 3,500kg and meets the DVSA
requirements for testing of Class IV vehicles. It includes a DVSAapproved play detector with wireless control, while additional
safety measures are provided by the locking ladder and six
hydraulic rams.

GARAGE EQUIPMENT

The inclusion of shaker plates gives the SSL 6350 the
functionality to be operated by just one person during a test,
freeing up another technician to take on more jobs. “We know
that there are thousands of two-person test lanes in operation
and that the owners would like to upgrade to help grow their
businesses – this lift does just that,” says Mark Ost, UK General
Manager for Diagnostics and Equipment at Snap-on.
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Diagnostic results in a Flash

Autotechnician visits BMW & Mercedes specialists Burton
Motor Workshop to see how pass-thru diagnostics has
affected their business
Burton Motor Workshop, a large, independent MOT/repair
and used car sales business in Burton-on-Trent, has evolved
alongside vehicle technology over the years, with owner Jeremy
Scott investing in the latest diagnostic equipment and training
for his staff, to ensure they remain competitive with local dealers.
When we visit, there are three diagnostic jobs in the workshop
where Burton Motors are the second or third garage the vehicle
has been to, they often get referrals from other local garages.
This time last year, they invested in the Delphi DS-Flash PassThrough package, which enables independents to undertake
dealer-level diagnostics and services. It facilitates online access
to vehicle manufacturer’s websites, enabling workshops to
reprogram and update electronic control units.
We spoke with technicians Michael Rowland and Carl Atkinson
to see how they are getting on with the equipment.

WORKSHOP VISIT

In a nutshell, what does the DS-Flash package enable
you to do?
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Michael Rowland (MR): “The interface enables you to access the
dealer – Volkswagen Audi Group, Vauxhall, Toyota, Jaguar Land
Rover… It comes updated with everything that each particular
manufacturer requires to run their Pass-Thru system. First, you
have to set up an account with BMW; with VAG you have to
get your user ID, get your GeKo license [this allows teaching of
engine immobiliser components and keys] to be able to use
their software. Once you are up and running, you can use it as a
diagnostic tool.”

Was it easy to set up?
MR: “There is no user manual, as such. It’s a case of playing with
it. Every manufacturer is different; how it’s set up, what it allows
you to do, what it doesn’t – and it’s down to you to find out
what it’s capable of but Delphi's Technical support team are
there to help you get set up.”
What is the benefit of using the DS-Flash over a dealer tool?
MR: “For us, it’s the ability to carry out software updates
and code.”
Carl Atkinson (CA): “If you buy the dealer tool on its own, you are
restricted to a computer per manufacturer, whereas what Delphi
has managed to do is partition the computer.”
MR: “We are a Bosch Car Service garage, I attend regular courses
and we bought the KTS 590 to get ready to do it ourselves
[perform pass-thru] but each manufacturer wants the computer
set up in a different way to the others, so we’d need a laptop
that could run Toyota on, one for BMW, VAG and so on. Plus, you
need to sit down, figure out what it needs, make the investment
on each laptop… With the Delphi machine, although we’ve still
got the Delphi interface to hook up to the various VMs, we’ve
managed to hook up ICOM to that pass-thru computer, a BMW
dealer level interface. Software updates are now a lot faster.”
Have you experienced any problems whilst using it?
CA: “If you are struggling with a connection or there’s something
not quite right about the configuration of the computer Delphi
has a helpline so you can get the computer back online, so we
don’t have to spend days messing about with it. When updating

delphiaftermarket.com
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new look
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are some big BMW software update files that can take days.”
MR: “We use the Flash every day and we can’t afford to be
without it for that time.”

“We’ve got new broadband, it’s about 82 MBPS now
and that’s made a massive difference. You really
have to have the infrastructure in place.”
How has the DS-Flash impacted on the business?
MR: “We specialise in Mercedes, VMW and VAG. We were in
limbo… we were sending work elsewhere, we knew pass-thru
was the way forward. If you specialise in something, you have
to operate at dealer level. Couple of phone calls later, we had a
demonstration in the workshop and we knew straightaway that
was the one.”
the BMW drivers, as it loaded a Java update onto our system,
it crashed. We would have had to sit down and work our way
through that, whereas we could just leave it. We rang the Delphi
helpline, they took us through a few items then they took
control of the computer and dealt with BMW direct. We wouldn’t
have had the time… they were just brilliant.”
MR: “Two days after calling Delphi, they had BMW Germany
involved in it, it was a massive issue. There’s no way Carl and I
would have been able to sort that.”
CA: “We might have moved a bit away from the Flash box
for BMW, but that’s our main business. If we were a general
workshop, not specialising in BMW, we wouldn’t have invested in
ICOM, the BMW interface, it’s just that its quicker for us…. There

Is it mainly used for software updates?
MR: “We mainly use it for BMWs, we tend to get a lot of them.
Every manufacturer is different in how they run their online
platform tool, but BMW takes a read of all the control units and
a full identification. It will generate a fault code list from that
and generate test plans. I’ve learnt it can make you lazy. You’ve
still got to use your diagnostic process. It will be specific, in the
sense that sometimes the CAS (BMW antitheft alarm system)
goes out of alignment. I had one where another garage had
constantly been starting it, as it was a non-runner. That’s thrown
the CAS out of line with the DDE [Digital Diesel Electronics
system manages all engine functions in BMW diesel models]. So,
it generated the CAS alignment fault code and it instantly took
me to realign the CAS and that was all within half hour.”
CA: “With BMW, once you have a fault code locked, it will
give you a test plan and if you follow it, it will ask you to test
something and lead you to where that fault lies. These cars
are so clever, think how many times your computer will do a
Windows or OS update, a car’s the same. A lot of faults can come
down to a software issue rather than a physical fault.”
Can you give us an example of how the DS-Flash was
particularly helpful with diagnostics?

WORKSHOP VISIT

CA “We had a hybrid Lexus in and two cells in the battery were
faulty…”
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MR: “It attached a photo of the live data of the battery block that
had gone under voltage. You can take it with you and see the
live data, so we could pinpoint which cells were dropping out.
We just went in, ripped the battery out, ordered a new cell. So
that’s one job we’d never have been able to do without that tool.
When you think that a battery replacement would have been
four grand? Seven? He came to us from the main dealer. The
dealers do us a big favour by not doing things quite right!”
Paul Sinderberry, Delphi Technical Sales Manager, admits it
can be a complicated tool to use because you’re accessing VM
software and they all differ in their set up but for garages who
are already heavily involved in diagnostics, it’s capabilities can
prove very lucrative. “Many garages who will buy this product
are workshops who are already doing a lot of diagnostics and
they want to take their business to the next level – they may be
doing diagnostic work for other workshops,” Paul explains. “One
of the great things with the DS-Flash and using the OE software

is that you get very in-depth diagnostics. When you have to
replace a control unit, it normally means a trip to the dealer and
dealerships tend to put independent garages to the back of the
queue and you have to wait days to get it programmed.”
The DS Flash comes complete with a DS-FLASH VCI,
cables, a battery support unit, licence keys and a
laptop PC – pre-configured for VAG Group, BMW,
General Motors, Toyota and Jaguar Land Rover.
Customers get a 12-month support package with the
equipment, support via the technical helpline and a
full day of training, for anybody that’s maybe not used
to vehicle manufacturer software. They can come
along, set the accounts up, install the software on
the day and get some basic user interface training –
how to navigate the websites and the software. It is a
complex product and to use it to its full potential you
need to understand the ins and outs of it – the training
incorporates an overview of what pass-thru is and its
capabilities.
Delphi’s VE2 & VE3 courses ensure technicians
are up to speed with the principles of EOBD, ECU
communication and CAN protocols. This level of
knowledge is essential to ensuring that they get the
most out of the DS Flash.

JOB DONE
WITH
LESS FUSS

. Industry-leading vehicle diagnostics
. Expert, brand specific technical support
with OE trained master technicians

. Module replacement, programming
and configuration capability

Arrange your free on-site demonstration today
Call 01865 870 060 or email sales-uk@autologic.com
autologic.com

There’s more to
diagnostics than
simple fault codes

Nowadays, if only to cancel the service related warning lights,
even the most basic service requires the use of diagnostic
equipment. However, one of the characteristics that sets
apart the Hella Gutmann Solutions (HGS) mega macs range of
diagnostic tools is the ability to prompt users to the VMs online
service schedule to electronically update the vehicle’s service
record. Without fulfilling this function, it is not uncommon
for the service related warning lights to come back on and, in
extreme cases, for the vehicle to go into limp mode, as the VM’s
online system does not acknowledge the vehicle has had the
required service and is therefore unable to verify its safety.
Another problem which unfortunately persists is when
a technician uses superficial diagnostic test results to
automatically change, what could be the faulty component, but
without considering what might have actually caused the issue
or whether an underlying matter is ultimately responsible.
So, although a tool might display the fault codes that identifies
a problem with the EGR valve, for example, further diagnosis
should be carried out before assuming a simple replacement
will solve the problem. The mega macs diagnostic tool range,
in addition to highlighting the fault codes, will direct the
technician to a series of potential causes for the fault, which
may or may not be remedied by the replacement of the EGR
valve, but will allow them to get to the actual source of the
problem and undertake the correct repair. Unfortunately, simple
replacement remains one of the primary reasons for drivers
returning their vehicle to the workshop with a reoccurrence of
the fault, which incurs costs to the workshop and inconvenience
to the customer.
01295 662 402
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CRP MOT Pro

Multipurpose
Professional
Diagnostic Tool

Pro-Align to offer TEXA
ADAS diagnostic and
calibration tools
Pro-Align and TEXA have joined forces to help workshops
overcome one of the biggest challenges they currently face,
resetting Advanced Driver Assistance Systems (ADAS).
With most new vehicles now coming equipped with a host of
ADAS, it’s essential these systems are serviced and calibrated
correctly to deliver their intended safety benefit. In many
instances, this requires the calibration and reset to be completed
in conjunction with a full four-wheel alignment check so that a
vehicle’s radars, cameras and other sensors are aligned with the
vehicle’s thrust line.
Pro-Align is hosting a series of free half-day familiarisation
events at its Northamptonshire headquarters on 25th and
26th September to help workshop managers understand
the processes involved in a successful ADAS reset. Interested
workshop managers or owners can register at
www.pro-align.co.uk/bookadasevents.
“Wheel alignment has always been important to the correct
functioning of a vehicle but with the latest advanced driver
assistance systems, this is perhaps now more important than ever
before,” explains Paul Beaurain, managing director, Pro-Align.
Among the tools that Pro-Align will now be offering are TEXA’s
Diagnostic and full board option packages.
“TEXA is pleased to welcome Pro-Align to its distribution network,
where they are ideally placed to offer a complete service to OE and
professional workshops facing the challenges of repairing newer
vehicles fitted with Advanced Driver Assistance Systems,”
comments Dave Gordon, OE and national accounts sales
manager, TEXA.

The CRP MOT Pro from Launch is
a multipurpose vehicle diagnostic
tool which provides full OBDII &
EOBD diagnostic functions for
American, Asian and
European vehicle
Includ
10+ sp es
ec
manufacturers.
funct ial
Special Functions:
• Service light/Oil reset
• Electrical parking brake rewind
• Battery management reset
• Steering angle sensor reset
• ABS brake bleeding
• Diesel particular filter reset
• Injetor reset / programming
• Key coding / matching
• Tyre pressure monitoring reset
• Electronic throttle matching

ions

With Launch UK, you get technical support,
24 month warranty and two years free
software updates worth more than £600!
t 01752 344 989
e enquiries@launchtech.co.uk
w www.launchtech.co.uk
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Live data graphing
LAUNCH UK INTRODUCES THE LATEST ADDITION TO THE
X-431 RANGE OF DIAGNOSTIC TOOLS, THE X-431 PRO4.
The X-431 PRO4 is pitched as an intelligent vehicle software
solution for independent garages, providing wide vehicle
manufacturer coverage.
Supporting American, Asian and European passenger car and
light commercial vehicles, the diagnostic tool is based on the
latest Android OS and technology, has a 10.1” touch screen
and docking station. It includes a selection of special features
and functions, and comes supplied with adapters, leads and
a carry case. Feature highlights include WiFi and Bluetooth
connectivity, OBD II functionality and live date graphing, as well
as manufacturer-specific reset and service functions.
It supports module programming and recoding, tyre pressure
monitoring, key coding and matching, automatic VIN
recognition and more.
Dave Richards, Launch UK Managing Director, says:

“The X-431 PRO4 offers independent garages a high-end diagnostic solution, which is perfectly suited to experienced
specialists looking to support their repair and maintenance knowledge. This latest addition to the X-431 series is
comprehensive and includes tools with a wide variety of functions that includes advanced options.”
As with other products within Launch UK’s range of tools, the PRO4 is backed up by technical support, a two-year warranty and two
years of free software updates.
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Aftermarket and OE diagnostic
tools and support
G-scan diagnostic testers have been at the forefront of Asian
vehicle diagnostics for many years, offering OEM software for
Kia and Hyundai, plus coverage in all other manufacturers.
Distributor Hickleys says the G-scan range of testers can now be
truly considered as an “all makes” diagnostic tool due to a rapid
growth of European software coverage, complemented by
American vehicle manufacturer coverage.
The G Scan 2 follows on from the G Scan 1, but with
improvements in the Windows operating system, a triple fast
processor and easier navigation. The software is said to give
in-depth capabilities on a large range of vehicle makes and
models, which is updated and expanded three times per year.
The G-scan 2 comes with two years’ worth of software updates
and once the subscription period has finished, the G-scan 2 will
carry on working with all the same functionalities.
The tool instantly boots-up from standby mode, has built-in Wi-Fi for cable free updates and wireless printing, features memo
and screen grab functions – so you can make notes on screen for later retrieval and printing, a simulation function for in-depth
diagnostics and a special functions calculator for Ohm’s law, parallel resistances etc.
Hickleys supplies a comprehensive range of aftermarket diagnostic testers from the likes of Bosch, Delphi Technologies and Texa,
plus OE tools such as licenses to Ford’s IDS network and BMW’s ICOM interface.

A Complete, Modular and
Multi-brand Solution for ADAS
Advanced Driver Assistance Systems (ADAS)
are now standard on most new vehicles. These
systems include autonomous emergency
braking, lane departure, pedestrian and road sign
recognition and parking assist to name a few,
to deliver unprecedented levels of road safety.
Therefore, the technician must have diagnosis
equipment which allows access to these sensitive
and sophisticated systems. The new RCCS
(Radar and Camera Calibration System), used
in combination with the TEXA IDC5 diagnostic
software, presents a complete and modular
multi-brand system capable of calibrating these
safety technologies simply and effectively.
T E X A

www.texa.co.uk

U K

P R E S E N T S

A DAS
Wednesday 26th September, 6pm-9:30pm
Email marketing.uk@texa.com for more information.
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BMW G & I Series
update
Autologic’s Module Replacement, Programming and
Configuration software provides independent workshops
with the ability to program individual control units.
Following a recent update to add 17 new models
of the F-series BWW and MINI models, a brand-new
software update is now available for BMW G & I Series
platform vehicles, allowing diagnostic and programming
functionality all the way through to 2018 vehicles. This
update was released on both Blue Box and AssistPlus Pro
on June 13th.
The update enables the flexibility for i3 and i8 models to
program and code all body modules, plus the Electrical
Machine Electronics, Convenience Charging Electronics
and the Battery Management Electronics. G1x and G3x
now have the full coverage of Module Replacement,
Programming and Configuration on all control units.
Autologic’s BMW Engineering Lead, Andrew Taylor
explains; “We have enabled selective programming for our
customers, so they can choose to program or code a single
control module rather than having to update to entire
vehicle, saving valuable workshop time.”
01865 870 060

Trust the TPMS market leader to
combine quality British technology
with dedicated support.
TPMS Service Tool
• ‘Test before you touch’ diagnostic tool
• Advanced TPMS Scan tool technology
• Comprehensive vehicle relearn coverage
• Works with all OE TPMS sensors
• Programs all major Aftermarket
Replacement Sensors
• FREE TPMS Desktop available
• Robust garage Service Tool
• OBD connection to read fault
codes and vehicle relearns
• Latest functions and coverage
updates via Wi-Fi or USB
Introducing a software revolution
Bartec Service Centre
Save time, increase sales and build
customer satisfaction.
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For more information, to see our full range
of Workshop Tools or to locate Distributors,
visit our website www.bartecautoid.com
or call our support team on +44 (0) 1226 770581
17/08/2018 14:15

SOLVING MYSTERY PROBLEMS
AFTER TIMING BELT/
CHAIN FAILURE
For over 45 years, Autodata has worked closely with
manufacturers and workshops to ensure the information they
provide to technicians is the most accurate possible to aid in
the service, maintenance and diagnostics of vehicles. During
this process, it can identify common or unique faults that could
prove difficult to solve.

1
2

It has found an increasing number of technicians having to
undergo costly and time-consuming repeat repair work after
a timing belt/chain failure – due to an increasing number of
Original Equipment Manufacturers, OEMs, using the assembled
camshaft, also known as a hollow camshaft. OEMs have started
to favour the assembled camshaft rather than the traditional
heavier forged solid cast iron camshaft, to improve fuel economy
and help lower emissions.
The assembled camshaft is put together using forged or sintered
cam lobes and a hollow steel shaft, which is expanded in the
region of the cam lobes, securing them in place. However, a
weakness with the assembled camshaft becomes evident after
a timing belt/chain failure where valve-to-piston contact has
occurred.
Since the camshaft and cam lobes are not of one solid cast iron
construction, any unforeseen exertion on the cam lobes can
force them to turn, or under severe conditions, twist the hollow
steel shaft. It is therefore very easy to complete the obvious work
after a timing belt/chain failure, but not remedy the damage
to the camshaft. This is likely to result in non-starting, poor
idling, increased emissions and in extreme cases, further engine
damage. All of this is frustrating, time-consuming and potentially
very costly – both in terms of money and reputation.

• Look closely at the cam lobe and shaft: Is it of one machined
cast iron construction or are the cam lobes and shaft two
individual components?
• Feel the texture of the camshaft in-between the cam lobes:
With the assembled camshaft the texture is smooth to the
touch, unlike the cast iron type, which is rough.
In the event of a timing belt/chain failure, it is now advisable
to check if the cam lobes have moved or if the hollow shaft
has twisted. To do this, some vehicle manufacturers may issue
a template tool which can be placed over the cam lobes to
validate correct alignment. Alternatively, a visual comparison can
be carried out, positioning a new assembled camshaft alongside
the suspect camshaft. It should be noted that minor distortion
in cam lobe alignment can be difficult to spot using this second
method.

1 Cam lobes. 2 Hollow steel shaft. 3 Assembled camshaft

If these inspections are inconclusive as to whether the cam
lobes have moved, or the hollow shaft has twisted, replacing
the assembled camshaft should be considered to avoid engine
damage from reoccurring.
With any valve timing-related repair, precautions must be taken
before the engine is cranked via the starter motor. Rotating the
crankshaft by hand two complete revolutions will verify if any
valve to piston contact exists.

Accuracy is key
In the last 12 months the number of technical data updates
released in the Autodata online tool exceeded 35,000,
encompassing both new vehicles and OEM changes to
specifications for previously released vehicles.

For more information about Autodata technical resources,
visit  www.autodata-group.com.

DIAGNOSTICS & TEST EQUIPMENT

These simple checks will assist in identifying the type of
camshaft installed:

3
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EXCELLENCE
in every blade

Global leaders in wiper blade technology since 1917
For more than 100 years, TRICO® has been trusted to deliver premium wiper blade
products to almost every major vehicle manufacturer worldwide.
Today, we use this Original Equipment expertise to bring you reliable, innovative wiper
blade products that come through at the moment you need them most.

ORIGINAL
EQUIPMENT
MANUFACTURER
ORIGINAL
EQUIPMENT
MANUFACTURER

OEM
SINCE

1917

OEM
SINCE

1917

trico.eu.com
+44 (0)1495 767700

The growing trend in beam blades
“Over 90% of new vehicles come equipped with beam-style
blades and this trend will continue to grow every year”, says
Sam Robinson, TRICO’s Senior Product and Brand Manager.
He advises: “Technicians should always start by offering
their customers premium blades. Beam blades are better
in many ways – they’re the latest in wiper technology and
have an infinite number of pressure points for superior
wiping performance – and your customers will appreciate
knowing you’re looking out for their safety. Rear integral
blades should be changed just as often as the front wipers.
However, most drivers only change their rear blade once
every five years or so, providing you with a great opportunity
to help your customers and win their loyalty.”
Each part number of TRICO’s Exact Fit replacement blade
programme is manufactured specifically to fit the vehicle
with pre-assembled connectors for quick and easy wiper
replacement, providing conventional, beam, rear and hybrid
blade styles.
Sam says that it’s merchandising units have worked well for
workshops: “It’s been proven that displays prompt purchases,
since they provide important information right at the moment
of decision. Place a merchandiser display stocked with wipers
in your customer waiting area or near the register. On rainy and
snowy days, roll out a mobile rack in front of the entrance door,
as bad weather helps magnify the need for wipers.”

The anatomy of a flat wiper blade
The wiping rubber element is the part that comes into contact
with the glass and can be made of three different types
of material – natural rubber, synthetic rubber, and special
compounds based on both.

The best solution is a mix of both natural and synthetic
rubbers. TRICO uses a compound that contains both. This
rubber formulation has been approved by numerous vehicle
manufacturers for OE and OES supply, with exactly the same
rubber being used in aftermarket products.
A coating is also applied to the wiping element to reduce
friction as the rubber passes over the glass. Many factories
use a simple graphite coating, although there are other
compounds that are used. TRICO use their own formulation,
with specific mixes to promote the best performance on a
specific vehicle glass.
The Vertebra (steel splines), are the most important part of the
blade. These are produced using sprung steel to keep their
shape. If the shape of the curve is not controlled properly, the
blade will not match the shape of the windscreen, leaving
unwiped areas along the wiper’s length. The Spoiler (fitted over
splines) keeps the blade operational during high speed driving.
The shape of the spoiler is crucial. Too small and it will have
limited wind lift, too large and it becomes too visible to the
driver. In addition, it uses more material, which increases the
overall cost of the blade.
End caps are in place to keep the wiping element, vertebra,
and spoiler together on the blade. These are normally made of
plastic, which contain a compound to stop the UV light causing
the plastic to change colour from black, to grey, to white and
helps keep the material from becoming brittle, which can
cause it to crack. The coupler is the centre part of the wiper
blade to which the connectors are fitted, connecting the blade
to the wiper arm.
There are several different types of connectors, generally made
of UV resistant plastic.

WIPERS

Natural rubber in its purest form provides the best quality
of wipe, with no or minimum fine lines but it suffers from a
limited lifespan and is easily damaged by UV rays, as well as
being prone to “permanent set” – where the rubber changes
shape due to resting against the glass for extended periods.
This is the most common cause of wipers “jumping” across
the screen.

Fully synthetic rubber is the most durable, with high resistance
to UV light as well as maintaining its shape. The compromise is
that the quality of wipe is not as good at lower temperatures
and more lines tend to be visible.
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Wiper motor failure
First Line has a short range of direct replacement wiper motors,
which come complete with all the necessary nuts and bolts to
ensure a straightforward fitment.
Its two existing part numbers, FWM1000 and FWM1001, which
fit several popular GM vehicles, including selected Corsa, Combo
and Tigra TwinTop models and all Astra IV/G models from
1998>05, are now supplemented by four further additions.
Part numbers FWM1002/4/5/6 cater for Fiat Punto 188 between
1998>05, Renault Clio Grandtour III from 2005 onwards, Nissan
Qashqai 1.6 and 2.0 dCi between 2005>14 and the Nissan Note
E11 between 2006>14 respectively.

Qashqai product focus
On most cars, the most common cause of wiper motor failure is
due to wear of the linkages, leading to the ball joints popping
off their sockets and bringing the wiper blades to a complete
stop. However, with this popular, first generation Nissan Qashqai
there is another big problem to be aware of.

WIPERS

Reacting to the high demand for replacement motors (part
number FWM1005), its product team investigated the problem
and discovered another oversight made during the design and
specification of the vehicle at OE (original equipment) level,
which results in the output shaft seizing, due to the build-up
of rust.
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The output shaft is neither sealed or lubricated and due to its
location, water can penetrate between the shaft and motor
housing, allowing rust to accumulate. As it builds up, the motor
is put under stress as it contends with the rising levels of friction
on the shaft to keep the wipers moving, until the point when
the increased load is drawing a current greater than 30amps,
which is when the wiper motor’s fuse will blow.

In addition, should the water that has penetrated between
the shaft and housing freeze, or the wiper blades freeze to the
windscreen and not freed before the wipers are switched on, the
excessive load on the motor may also induce premature failure.

Direct replacement
First Line’s wiper motors are supplied as a direct replacement,
complete with all the necessary nuts and bolts required for the
correct installation, complementing its comprehensive Borg
& Beck wiper blade programme. This includes conventional,
spoiler, hybrid, flat and rear blades.
Each Borg & Beck blade in the 55-part number, five-style range is
supplied with a selection of fitting adaptors to ensure the widest
possible vehicle coverage. All are manufactured from 100%
natural rubber and incorporate a graphite coating to promote a
smooth, streak-free and silent operation.
As with all products in the First Line portfolio, the wiper
motor range is covered by the company’s comprehensive
24-month/24,000-mile warranty.
01869 248 484

FOR BRAKE DISCS
IT’S ALWAYS BEEN

BRAKE

ENGINEERING

ASSURED

QUALITY

METICULOUSLY
ENGINEERED USING LATEST
MANUFACTURING

RIGOROUSLY TESTED TO AND
BEYOND THE FINEST INDUSTRY

TOLERANCES &

TECHNIQUES SPECIFICATIONS

ORIGINAL AFTERMARKET SINCE 1981

OVER

FIT WITH BRAKE ENGINEERING

PADS FOR

96% 100%
MARKET COVERAGE

COMPATIBILITY

www.brake-eng.com
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To sign up to Autodata visit
www.autodata-group.com

IT’S CLEAR TO SEE WHY MORE
WORKSHOPS TRUST AUTODATA
Comprehensive OE technical information for service,
maintenance, diagnostics and repair
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Turn crankshaft clockwise until crankshaft keyway at 12
o’clock position 1.
Ensure timing mark on RH bank exhaust camshaft
adjuster positioned as shown 2.
Remove RH bank timing chain tensioner 3.
Remove RH bank tensioner rail and guide 4 & 5.
Remove RH bank timing chain.
Remove bolts of RH bank camshaft adjusters 6.
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Parts, tools & tips

New and reman
turbos
BTN Turbo have added the following brand new, OE
applications to its range:

Universal pocket guide
Danish air conditioning and engine cooling manufacturer
Nissens has created a new ‘Flushing’ app. The free visual guide,
available on Google Play and the Apple App Store, helps users
flush any automotive climate system.
The app aims to simplify the process of flushing climate systems
by giving technicians a ‘step-by-step’ guide, including visual
diagnostic support for oil contamination, right in their pocket.
Head of Marketing & Communications for Nissens Automotive,
Jacob W. Smedegaard, explains:

“We have a vast amount of knowledge within our
organisation, and we wish to pass this knowledge onto
the hard-working climate mechanics in the aftermarket.
If we can help those mechanics conduct climate services
quickly, and more efficiently, they will stand stronger in a
market that is constantly under pressure. That is why we
have developed the ‘Flushing’ app – and why we give it
away for free.”

• Renault TCE 130 1.2 LP 2013 – P/N 49373-05104 Mitsubishi
• Jeep Renegade Tailhawk 2.0LD 2014 – P/N 822751-5002S
Garrett
• Ford Ecoboost 1.5LP 2014 – P/N 16399980006 BorgWarner
• Citroen Blue HDi 2.0LD 2015 – P/N 53039880394 BorgWarner
• VW Polo GT TDi 1.5LD 2015 – P/N 829886-5001S Garrett.
It has also expanded its Original Remanufactured range with
the following applications:
• Land Rover Range Rover sport TDV6 2.7LD 2005-2009 – P/N
53049880116E BorgWarner
• Volkswagen Transporter TDi T5 2.5LD 2006-2010 – P/N
760699-0006E Garrett
• Audi A4 TDi 2.0LD 2008-2012 – P/N 53039880189E
BorgWarner.
All turbos, whether new or remanufactured, are 100% original
equipment and come with a two-year warranty with unlimited
mileage, a free Fitkit and an oil filled syringe for extra protection.
01895 466 666

TecAlliance has introduced several
new timing chain installation
instructions into its repair and
maintenance information for the
independent workshop – covering
passenger car, light commercial and
large CV applications.

Among the mainstream passenger car brands, the greatest
number of additions come from Vauxhall/Opel at 49, with 29 for
Renault, 24 for Peugeot, 21 for BMW and 16 for Toyota, regarding
niche marques – there are three new instructions for Maybach.

“The latest applications, which demonstrate the unrivalled depth
and reach of TecAlliance data, are for vehicle manufacturers as
diverse as BMW to Zhonghua (Brilliance) and include more than
700 new vehicles in the last quarter alone”, explains Commercial
Director for TecAlliance UK & Ireland, Shaun Greasley.” With
these instructions now on the system, TecAlliance users can
find solutions for almost 29,000 passenger cars (PC) from 146

“Although important”, Greasley continues, “these specific
instructions represent just one element of the overall TecAlliance
repair and maintenance information package, which includes
VM labour time estimates for more than 20 million service
actions, 7.5 million test and adjustment values, 4 million
maintenance plans and service intervals, 3.9 million technical
manuals and a myriad electrical system data for both PCs and
LCVs, to highlight just a few.”
01829 752 888
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Technical data

individual brands, more than 4,300 LCVs from 38 brands and
12,661 CVs representing 11 brands.”
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Testing times
MOT testing can represent a significant revenue stream for
repairers, but all too often lack of space means businesses
feel unable to offer this service. Here, Helen Robinson,
Marketing Director at Euro Car Parts, looks at the creative
methods some repairers are employing to install testing
bays.
It’s no secret that space is at an all-time premium in the
UK. From pop-up bars and restaurants using old shipping
containers as venues, to the so-called ‘mega basements’
being built under London, homeowners and businesses
alike are having to be increasingly resourceful when it
comes to making the most out of the space available.
Repairers are facing the same challenge, with many
struggling to create space to install an MOT bay – a
dilemma which is causing them to miss out on a
significant revenue stream. But there is a solution, and
many repairers are thinking up more creative ways to
create the space to grow.
One repairer, for example, has installed an MOT bay in
its basement and has built a lift to transport cars down.
Others have expanded outwards – building extensions or
add-ons to house testing bays.
But how easy is it to identify spaces suitable for an MOT
bay? As with anything, speaking to experts – who’ve
conducted countless MOT tests in a huge number of
settings – is key. Euro Car Parts provides a dedicated
Workshop Solutions team, who are on-hand to give
repairers advice on all things MOT bay installation – from
an initial survey of a site right through to achieving
accreditation. The Workshop Solutions team works to the
strict guidelines set out by the DVSA, which determines
whether or not a site is suitable for conversion into an
MOT bay.

Installing a new MOT bay can be a costly business, but
it’s important to remember how quickly a return on
investment can be realised. While spending thousands (or
even hundreds of thousands) of pounds may seem like
an excessive expense for repairers, the ability to offer a
comprehensive MOT service can pay off in the longer term –
and drive significant profit.
Space might be at a premium for repairers, but so is
competition. With businesses increasingly looking to get
ahead of their rivals, a fully-functioning MOT bay – which
could enable workshops to make as much as £500 per day
– is a fantastic point of differentiation, and one that more
repairers should be looking to incorporate.

Parking sensor upgrades
The parking assistance range features front sensors & rear sensors,
a new ECU for communication, a wide-angle camera, digital screen
and more. The system produces different sound warnings for the
front and rear bumpers, automatic trailer detection and radio mute
function and the range is compatible with a pulsed reverse signal.
You can upgrade the Beep&Park with an additional park vision kit
to get park vision with beep functions. All technical information is
illustrated in the fitting instructions and available on TecDoc.

PARTS, TOOLS & TIPS

Around half of new vehicles feature some kind of parking assistance
and this number is set to grow. With this in mind, Valeo has
introduced an aftermarket upgrade.
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Colourful socket sets
An additional six socket sets join Sealey’s multi-coloured
range to complement its series of spanners.
Being multi-coloured not only makes your workstation
that bit more interesting but, of course, serves a
purpose, by making the different sizes easily identifiable.
Sets are available in ¼”, 3/8”, and ½” square drive, standard
and deep.
One of a comprehensive range of Premier Hand Tools,
suitable for daily professional use which are made
from Chrome Vanadium steel. Hardened, tempered
and chrome plated, these coloured micro satin finish
sockets are an eye catching statement to any tool box
and come with a lifetime warranty. All sockets include
WallDrive® configuration giving an additional 30% more
torque handling power than traditional sockets and are
supplied on a composite socket retaining rail. The 13
piece ¼” sets are AK2872 & AK2872D, the 12 piece 3/8”
sets are AK2873 & AK2873D and the 15 piece ½” sets are
AK2874 & AK2874D.
01284 757 500

DRIVING VISION
Although generally not considered as being at the cutting
edge of vehicle technology, along with lighting, the humble
wiper blade is one of the most crucial safety elements to the
motorist. Being able to see clearly in adverse weather conditions
is a major contribution to road safety and with its VISIONPRO
wiper blade programme, ELTA Automotive, provides a complete
replacement solution for the workshop.
As part of the company’s VISIONPRO brand of ‘ driving vision’
products, the wiper range encompasses conventional, flat
and hybrid blades, enabling the trade to offer customers both
a direct replacement or upgrade option. It also includes a
comprehensive range of rear blades.
Designed for great performance in all weathers and the
programme provides the application coverage and availability
requirements of the trade.

ELTA’s VISIONPRO flat blades feature the +FIT adaptor system,
giving maximum compatibility from a relatively short range
of part numbers and makes the fitting process fast and
straightforward. Online fitting instructions are also available by
scanning the QR code on the packaging.
ELTA is a certified data provider to AutoCat+, Aldoc and
TecAlliance (TecDoc).
In common with its VXPRO – vehicle sense and control
electronics – programme, ELTA’s VISIONPRO programme has
a three-tier customer support system, with its BRANDASSIST,
STOCKASSIST and TECHASSIST initiatives, aimed primarily for
distributors and installers respectively.
TECHASSIST is part of ELTA’s ongoing mission to deliver the
technical content required to address the current and future
challenges from wipers to engine management.
01675 466 999
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Conventional blades encompass standard, spoiler and wash-kit
options, and feature a wiping edge with a high natural rubber
content, combined with a synthetic additive to ensure long
lasting performance. Its flat blades are engineered to a lowprofile design, incorporating an aerodynamic spoiler to aid
downforce. The wiping edge uses graphite coated rubber, to

ensure smooth and quiet operation. The hybrid range combines
the aerodynamic, reduced lift benefits of a flat blade with the
even load distribution and wiping efficiency of a conventional.
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Live engine health checks
A vehicle health check tool from DENSO, is designed to guide
vehicle owners and mechanics through a comprehensive
vehicle health check, including a Driver Interview, System Scan,
Visual Inspection and engine health check to objectively show
the work needed.
Denso says the e-Videns tool monitors live data from a running
engine and instantly compares it to reference parameters to
reveal ‘hidden’ engine problems or pre-empt issues which
may occur, presenting workshops with instant up-selling
opportunities. Currently, the e-Videns engine health check
covers 85% of petrol and diesel cars manufactured between
2005 and 2014.
Following an inspection, reports are generated, summarising any
vehicle abnormalities, helping vehicle owners to make quick,
informed decisions about any work needed.
Martin Pring, Region Manager for DENSO Aftermarket UK & IE,
comments: “It’s common knowledge that engine faults often
turn out to be the biggest costs on a driver’s service bill, and
even more so if the problems aren’t dealt with immediately.
“With the e-Videns test, mechanics can uncover issues under
the bonnet before they cause further damage. Once a fault
is identified, the tool puts the necessary information at the
fingertips of the mechanic, helping the vehicle owner to make
an informed decision as quickly as possible.

automechanika
FRANKFURT Hall 9.1 stand A45

“Putting customers at the centre of their vehicle’s
health check will increase their workshop’s
performance whilst also giving them up-sale
opportunities thanks to the detailed insights the
e-Videns report offers.”
If you’d like to review the e-Videns tool, email Editor Nicola St
Clair, or contact the magazine with a direct message on the
Autotechnician Facebook page

Training & Support
MOT Tester Training rolled out
Progress Recruitment Solutions is working with the Independent
Garage Association (IGA) to make its MOT Tester training courses
more accessible throughout England and Wales. Technicians
who are not members of the IGA can now gain access and
undertake the courses too. A range of funding options have also
been introduced.

The range of training courses and assessments, each lasting up
to three days, are now available at both of the RMI Academy of
Automotive Skills training facilities at Southam in Warwickshire
and Runcorn in Cheshire.
“We’re delighted to be working with the IGA to counter the
issues of skills shortages many garages face,” says Laura Rycroft,
MD of Progress Recruitment. “It’s equally important individuals
themselves take responsibility for improving their capabilities
too, in what is a rapidly evolving market.”
Laura says individuals are being encouraged to self-fund
their own training through a range of incentives that include
subsidised rates and flexible payment options, with up to 12
months' interest-free finance.
“We know for certain that undertaking automotive skills
training is one of the quickest routes towards improving career
prospects,” says Laura. “There’s a return on investment as the
rewards can be realised either through becoming more valuable
to the existing employer or by being better qualified for a future
role.”
Stuart James, IGA CEO, comments: “With the national shortage
of MOT testers, and the proposed changes to add individual
testers to a garage’s risk score, this future-proofing initiative will
prove invaluable to the efficient running of a MOT test station.
This is one of many initiatives the IGA is working on to bring new
testers into the sector, so MOT stations can continue to provide
the high quality of service their customers have become used
to.”

Andy Crook and James Dillon challenged and amused a room
full of technicians at Reading College in June and are set to
impart as much knowledge as possible regarding the diagnostic
process again, at EMTEC in Nottingham on Saturday 27th
October.
The interactive day will focus on a set of live faults on a vehicle
and will challenge the way you approach faults. The day is
suitable for anyone involved in diagnostic work, providing
valuable tools to take back to your workshop on every step of
the process – from booking in jobs (and those best left alone),
charging for diagnostics, what to test and what to expect,
eliminating possible faults and customer communication.
We will also have two technicians joining us highlighting
the business opportunities of Hybrid & EV repair, with the
opportunity of experiencing the ride of a Tesla Model S.
Tickets are subsidised by Autotech sponsors ACtronics,
Dayco and ZF [pro]Tech and cost just £69.50.
Email admin@autotechnician.co.uk or call
01634 816 165 to book your place.
Andy Crook is also running a Diagnostic Process & Procedures
course from his workshop in South Wales, on the evenings of
11th 18th & 25th of September, plus two training information
evenings on the 13th & 27th. Contact Andy on
andy@gotboost.co.uk to find out more.

Are you familiar with ADAS?
Pro-Align has teamed up with TEXA to offer the company’s
electronic diagnosis and ADAS calibration service solutions and
is hosting a series of free half-day familiarisation events at its
Northamptonshire headquarters on 25th and 26th September to
help workshop managers better understand the processes and
requirements needed for successful ADAS reset.
Workshop managers or owners looking to book onto one of the
ADAS events can register by visiting
 www.pro-align.co.uk/bookadasevents.

TRAINING & SUPPORT

training@progressrecruitment.co.uk

Autotechnician’s Big Day Out
heads to Nottingham
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‘Autoeducation’ is born
ECP’s Euro Academy has been consolidated into Andrew
Page’s Autoeducation programme, creating one of the
largest technical and training resources in the independent
aftermarket. The revised prospectus offers over 75 different
training courses to repairers covering everything from CAN
BUS systems to ADAS.
The extended Autoeducation programme continues to
deliver IMI-accredited training for technicians and includes a
dedicated technical phone helpline and online diagnostics
database with a reference library of previous faults. The
growing database currently has over 2,500 repair details
added weekly.
Courses available from Autoeducation range from
foundational electrics, the use of oscilloscopes, engine
management, Diesel Particulate Filters and CAN BUS
systems. There is also full MOT course coverage, from Level 3
accreditation to MOT Tester and Managerial Training. A firstto-market ADAS training course, is also available, delivered
in partnership with Hella.
Helen Robinson, Marketing Director at Euro Car Parts,
comments: “Since we acquired Andrew Page, we have been
committed to ensuring that this trusted brand continues
to thrive in the independent aftermarket. Recognising how
popular and successful their Autoeducation programme
is, we have boosted the portfolio significantly by merging
it with Euro Academy. It is our intention to invest in our
training offering to ensure the independent sector is well
positioned to work on all types of vehicle.”

Failed or Fading
Xenon Headlights?

Refit
Ring
Over time Xenon HID lights degrade, the colour of the light
visibly changes and the light output reduces, impacting on visibility.
Vehicle manufacturers recommend Xenon HID headlights
are replaced every 3 years to maintain their original output.
Refit Ring. Offer your customers direct replacements for failed
and fading OE Xenon HID bulbs, at a more affordable rate
than offered by main dealers.
Only available for cars with factory fitted Xenon headlight units.
Check out our easy fitting guide at
blog.ringautomotive.co.uk/simple-steps-fitting-hid-bulbs-safer/
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NEW

Virtual training boost
‘Our Virtual Academy’ is rolling out a series of in-depth training
on the topic of Common Rail Diesel engine diagnosis and has
just released the third and final part of its course on Diesel
Particulate Filter (DPF), Part 3: Workshop Intervention. This looks
at how to diagnose and tackle DPF related issues.

The online training resource also has a comprehensive course
on Air Conditioning Diagnosis, including a 7-part guide to
diagnostics, plus a further chapter focusing on leak detection.
Once you've worked through this course, you should be familiar
with the common faults that occur in air conditioning circuits
and will understand how the system is affected by these faults.
Coupled with your in-depth knowledge of the AC Refrigerant
Cycle (also in the Air Conditioning module), OVA says you will
be able to tackle air conditioning issues logically and with
confidence.
A thorough understanding of Anti-lock Braking Systems is
essential nowadays and the training supplier has created the
course ‘ABS – Four Channel Four Sensor System’ to provide a
thorough overview of the principles of ABS, the components of
a typical four-channel system, and where everything fits into the
puzzle. Once you've completed the course, you can take the end
test to check your knowledge.
Subscribers get unlimited access to all its online training, 24
hours a day.
02032 862 228

+ FREE

84 PIECE 1/4”, 3/8”, AND 1/2” SQ. DR.
SOCKET SET IN EVA INSERT TRAY
STOCK NO. 63540

Previous chapters are said to include detailed information
on how DPFs work, the differing types of regeneration, the
limitations of DPFs and in-depth diagnosis.
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Engine management brands
Standard Motor Products Europe (SMPE), has extended its
engine management portfolio across several of its house
brands.
45 new parts have been added and are available to aftermarket
customers now, across the company’s leading brands including
Intermotor, Kerr Nelson, Fuel Parts and Lemark, covering
solenoids, coolers, switches, sensors and valves engineered by
SMPE in the UK.

WAI expands line of rotating electrics
New rotating electrics products have been added to the
WAIglobal range.
A total of 14 new alternators and two new starters have been
added, applicable for a number of popular passenger car and
light commercial vehicle makes and models, including Renault
Megane, Kia Sportage, Audi TT TFSi (2008 >), Hyundai ix35, BMW
X6 3.0D (2012 > 2015), Vauxhall Vivaro 1.6 dCi/CDTI (2014 >) and
Porsche 911 (2009 >). All of the new references are listed on
both MAM and TecDoc cataloguing systems.

The Lucas range has also been extended for European
customers, under the company’s new Lucas licence agreement.
The additions include a brake pressure sensor, 25 VVT oil control
solenoids, an EGR cooler and EGR valve, three exhaust gas
temperature sensors, a fuel pump, 12 wheel speed sensors
and a fuel vapour valve. This covers a wide range of vehicle
applications, providing for Ford, Nissan, Fiat, Kia and MercedesBenz.
The newly extended range will be available in TecDoc with the
next update.

WAI products are now available on a same-day service via
Marathon Warehouse Distribution and as a stock order from the
company’s warehouse in Bognor Regis.
With more than 3,000 part numbers in total, WAIglobal boasts
one of the largest ranges of rotating electrics available in the
trade covering the widest vehicle parc. Validation testing for all
WAI rotating electrical products includes endurance, humidity,
power thermal cycling, vibration, salt spray and thermal shock.
A technical support service provides comprehensive advice on
fitting procedures and in-service issues.

Diesel bleeding kit

PARTS, TOOLS & TIPS

A pneumatic diesel bleeding kit from Laser Tools enables fast
and effective bleeding and priming of diesel fuel systems after
a filter change, or whenever the fuel system has been opened
for service or repair, perhaps after misfuelling. The new kit (part
number 7184) combines the Laser 5780 vacuum pneumatic
fluid extractor with the 7174 pneumatic diesel bleeding
connector kit.
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The fluid extractor uses standard workshop compressed air to
generate a strong internal vacuum. The connector kit hooks
straight up to the fluid extractor, the connectors and adaptors
included enabling fitment to many common fuel systems.
This process saves considerable time, particularly where entire
fuel lines have been emptied during service or repair. The strong
vacuum will quickly pull the diesel fuel back through the system
and even larger fuel filters take just a few seconds to fill. A clear
disclosure pipe lets the operator see when the diesel fuel has
been bled through.
If you’re working on Ford, PSA or Renault (and certain VW/Audi)
vehicles, a useful addition to the above kit is the 12-piece diesel

fuel line blank set (part number 7098). These blanking pieces are
designed to stop fuel flow and bleed-back from disconnected
fuel pipes. The set includes six pairs of male and female blanking
pieces (covering three different types of connector) and are
clicked into the disconnected pipe connectors, sealing them off
and considerably speeding up the job.

Back to the future with Jaguar
Land Rover Classic Works
By Thomas Harrison-Lord

The sky is grey, it’s early in the morning and I find myself in an industrial
estate in Coventry. Hardly the setting that comes to mind when you think of
multi-million-pound supercars, but it turns out to be exactly that. Within the
Prologis Park, there is a fairly nondescript white warehouse that is home to
Jaguar Land Rover Classic Works…
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Jaguar Land Rover has previously offered servicing work for
classic vehicles across different parts of the company but over
the past 18 months this has ramped up to a whole new level.
A newly dedicated workshop has been the catalyst for JLR to
create new builds and restorations of cars from their illustrious
history.
Upon entering the building, you are greeted by a showroom full
of the latest completed projects. From a 1998 Jaguar XK8 at the
more modern end to an iconic 1951 XK120, which is so valuable,
no team member is willing to place a price estimate upon it.
They all showcase what JLR Classic Works can do — provided
you have the available funds.
The XJ220 supercar from the 1990s, for instance, has a major
service every two years which requires the engine to be
removed — blame tight packaging and the need to change
the timing belt — costing between £15,000 and £20,000. For a
service. This is a different world to Ford Fiesta maintenance...
However, servicing is now only one part of the business. The
exciting part is the full restorations and the burgeoning trend
for the production of new classic cars. On display was one of
a nine-car batch of newly built Jaguar XKSS cars. In 1957, a fire
destroyed nine of the now-classic vehicles, so the team set out
to finish that production run. Each was sold for over £1m and
were the result of over 10,000 painstaking hours.
The success of the XKSS project engendered future projects,
having just announced a run for 25 D-Type LeMans race cars.
Think of them as an automotive epitaph. I’m going to go out on
a limb and suggest they cost a bit more than a contemporary
Jaguar XE saloon.
Just across the XKSS assembly area is a small team of four people
dedicated to the Range Rover Reborn project. They will create
35 fully-restored and rebuilt first generation Range Rovers, first
introduced in 1970. Luke Reynolds, Classic Technician, explains:
“Everything is stripped, the chassis is rebuilt and then we go
through each and every part by hand. For many parts, there isn’t
an off-the-shelf solution, which makes it a real challenge. For
example, the window seals had to be prototyped and tested
before giving the go-ahead to make enough for the production
run. Creating new parts for a vehicle from the 70s is a long and
detailed process.

“We have access to part manuals and original
engineering drawings, but we also learn a lot by taking
apart a donor car. We’ve completed three first generation
Range Rovers as of today and we are working towards
the 35-car run.”
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Within the expansive workshop, areas are divided for each
project and the place is spotless. Wealthy, potential customers
are often given a tour at short notice, travelling from around the
world to show interest in a new project or see how their order is
progressing.
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“It’s a close-knit team and we are all learning a great deal with
this project,” explains Luke. There are four of us on the Range
Rover project full-time, for the reborn Jaguar E-Type project
we have 10 technicians, there’s the Land Rover Series I team
and over in the corner a group are working frantically on the
new Land Rover Defender Works V8 70th Edition, currently our
busiest project.”

Classic cars feature new tech
Some members of this division worked on Jaguar production
lines decades ago, while others have been with the company for
over 30 years in some capacity. With the recent growth, JLR has
moved experts from certain departments and with useful skill
sets into this relatively new team. Allan Madden, Auto Electrician,
was recently working on the electric vehicle I-PACE project,
but now uses his expertise fixing, restoring and improving the
electrical systems of classic Jaguars and Land Rovers.
“I’m currently working on a new stereo system to work in
E-Types. Featuring DAB, phone connectivity and satnav, it must
not ruin the classic aesthetic of the interior. Some customers
would like modern conveniences when driving their newly
created classic car. Modern antennas make it possible as they
work through metal. We take great care to subtly integrate the
system.
“A stereo is an option, but for all customers, we do add a few
more modern technical items for reliability and convenience. A
synchromesh on the gearbox makes it a much more enjoyable
drive and we upgrade the front brakes alongside adding
an electronic ignition. Upon request, we can even install air
conditioning if the customer lives in a warmer climate. At the
end of the day, we want the customers to have fun, but the core
60-year-old vehicle experience remains intact.”
Speaking of core experiences, the made-to-order restored Series
I Land Rovers raise an interesting question. Is a Land Rover
without dents, scrapes and patina a ‘proper’ Land Rover? I’m

Crosland offers a complete
range of high quality filters –
trusted by professionals for
efficient, economical vehicle
service every time.

Available from eurocarparts.com

not sure it is. There’s something slightly sterile about a perfectly
shiny example, lacking blemishes and arguably character.
They are meant to be workhorses, not a retro party piece.
Perhaps if I were to order one, I’d request that someone takes
a small hammer to the bodywork before collection for added
authenticity.
There are some vehicles hidden here that have actually had
some hammers taken to them. Just around the corner from
the main workshop is a second room where a large historic
collection is kept on two levels of vehicle lifts. One is a Range
Rover Sport that was used in the filming of 007 film Spectre.
Looking like it has been driven through a wall, the mud is in fact
painted on and the dents were formed on reasons of continuity.

Below this car sits a Jaguar C-X75, a stillborn hybrid supercar
project (also seen in Spectre) that was built by Williams. Only a
handful exist, two of which are in this very room. The business
case for production didn’t make sense in the end, which is a
colossal shame, as a Jaguar featuring a redline of 9,000rpm,
878bhp and development by a Formula 1 team really is the stuff
of dreams. Sadly, it shall remain just that.
Anything that has been significant in the history of Jaguar and
Land Rover is in this room. Chassis number one of the current
F-Type, a rather fetching red convertible, now has a home
in this collection. Dig a bit deeper and there are two early
1990s prototypes for what became the Jaguar XK8/R, one of
which is still wearing a heavy disguise to put-off car magazine
photographers from getting an early scoop.
Some real oddities such as the one and only Daimler badged
Jaguar XJS — which never came to fruition — rub shoulders
with an unloved X-Type estate, serving as a reminder of the
challenging spell under Ford ownership. Everything in the
collection has been mechanically restored, as occasionally these
cars will be rolled out at events or for PR purposes, and it’s the
team of technicians that have to keep them in tiptop condition.
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The main takeaway from a visit to the Classic Works location is
one of solidarity and teamwork. Everyone exudes enthusiasm for
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cars. They love working on iconic vehicles and proudly proclaim
which area they are currently working on, be it polishing a 1990s
XJR for an upcoming event or tinkering around in the deepest
darkest depths of an XJ200 engine bay. Make no mistake, while
the workshop is a giant structure of white light, squeaky clean
floors and million-pound collector’s items, it’s still a workshop
full of talented technicians that love to take apart cars.

4-6 June 2019, NEC
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Our ABS rings send
all the right signals.
• Replaces damaged ABS ring to restore correct operation.

• A new range of precision manufactured direct replacements for OE.
• Anti-corrosion coating for extreme environments.

